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Summary
W ith rapid development of computer and information technology that can improve a 
large number of applications such as web text mining, intrusion detection, biomedical 
informatics, gene selection in micro array data, medical data mining, and clinical de­
cision support systems, many information databases have been created. However, in 
some applications especially in the medical area, clinical data may contain hundreds 
to thousands of features with relatively few samples. A consequence of this problem is 
increased complexity that leads to degradation in efficiency and accuracy. Moreover, in 
this high dimensional feature space, many features are possibly irrelevant or redundant 
and should be removed in order to ensure good generalisation performance. Otherwise, 
the classifier may over-fit the data, that is the classifier may specialise on features which 
are not relevant for discrimination.
To overcome this problem, feature selection and ensemble classification are applied. 
In this thesis, an empirical analysis on using bootstrap and random subspace feature 
selection for multiple classifier system is investigated and bootstrap feature selection 
and embedded feature ranking for ensemble MLP classifiers along with a stopping 
criterion based on the out-of-bootstrap estimate are proposed.
Moreover, basically, feature selection does not usually take causal discovery into ac­
count. However, in some cases such as when the testing distribution is shifted from 
manipulation by external agent, causal discovery can provide some benefits for feature 
selection under these uncertainty conditions. It also can learn the underlying data 
structure, provide better understanding of the data generation process and better ac­
curacy and robustness under uncertainty. Similarly, feature selection mutually enables 
global causal discovery algorithms to deal with high dimensional data by eliminating 
irrelevant and redundant features before exploring the causal relationship between fea­
tures. A redundancy-based ensemble causal feature selection approach using bootstrap 
and random subspace and a comparison between correlation-based and causal feature 
selection for ensemble classifiers are analysed. Finally, hybrid correlation-causal feature 
selection for multiple classifier system is proposed in order to scale up causal discovery 
and deal with high dimensional features.
K ey  w ords: feature selection, ensemble classification, causal discovery.
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Chapter 1
A n introduction to  feature 
selection, ensem ble classification  
and causal discovery
In machine learning, statistics and data mining areas, high dimensional feature spaces 
may lead to degradation of classifier accuracy and efficiency. In order to overcome 
this problem, feature selection and ensemble classifiers have been proposed and studied 
for many years. This chapter presents the motivation and approaches, the objectives, 
contributions and structure of the thesis.
1.1 M otivation
W ith rapid development of computer and information technology that can improve a 
large number of applications such as web text mining, intrusion detection, biomedical 
informatics, gene selection in micro array data, medical data mining, and clinical de­
cision support systems, many information databases have been created. However, in 
some applications especially in the medical area, data may contain hundreds to  thou­
sands of features with small sample size. A consequence of this problem is increased 
complexity that leads to degradation in efficiency and accuracy of the classifier by curse
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Performance
Dimensionality
Figure 1.1; Curse of dimensionality
of dimensionality and over-fitting. The resulting classifier works very well with training 
data but very poorly on test data.
1 .1 .1  C urse o f d im en sio n a lity
As Bellman stated in 1961 [9], Curse of dimensionality is the problem associated with 
multivariate data analysis as the dimension increases. In high dimensional data, the 
higher the number of features, the greater the complexity and the harder it is to train 
the classifier. There is a maximum performance at a given number of features and if 
the number of features is increased beyond that point, the performance of the classifier 
will decrease rather than increase as shown in figure 1.1.
1 .1 .2  O ver-fittin g
A persistent problem of pattern classification is how to avoid over-fitting a set of training 
data while preserving maximum accuracy. Over-fitting occurs when the complexity of 
the system is larger than optimum requirement that makes decision boundary sensitive 
to noise or when the number of features is large compared to the number of instances 
providing a very good result for training data but a very poor predicting result for 
testing data as presented in figure 1.2.
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error
Over-fitting
Testing set
Training set
complexity
Figure 1.2: Over-Fitting
In order to deal with these problems, the number of features should be reduced by 
projection (feature extraction) or selection (Feature selection) of the original features 
into a lower dimension. Another technique to improve accuracy and stability is ensem­
ble classification which combines individual base classifiers together. Although feature 
selection and ensemble classifiers are widely used, there has been little work devoted 
explicitly to handling feature selection in the context of ensemble classifiers. Many pre­
vious researchers have focused on determining feature subsets to combine with different 
ways of choosing subsets. Combination of feature selection and ensemble methods for 
improving the ensemble accuracy could be investigated. Moreover, feature selection 
also provides benefit to causal discovery by enabling its algorithm to deal with high 
dimensional data and revealing the underlying causal-effect data structure. Finding 
suitable feature selection methods for causal discovery is another challenge to explore.
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.2 Objectives
The aim of the research is to improve the accuracy of classifier ensemble methods 
by means of feature selection and examine the benefits of feature selection for causal 
discovery. The main objectives of this researches are as follows:
1. Investigate combinations of ensemble methods and feature selection methods and 
choose a combination that improves on the ensemble accuracy.
2. Study the use of Multiplelayer Perceptron ensembles for feature ranking and compare 
it with the state-of-the-art ranking methods.
3. Explore the suitability of feature selection for causal discovery and propose new 
methods that lead to simpler, accurate and interpretable results.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, the combination of ensemble methods and feature selection methods is 
investigated. Feature ranking using Multi-layer Perceptron ensembles is compared with 
the state-of-the-art ranking methods. Furthermore, hybrid correlation-causal feature 
selection which enhances causal feature selection has been proposed. The detailed 
contribution for each chapter in this thesis is described as follows:
1. Proposed Bootstrap Feature Selection method and investigated empirically the use 
of bootstrap and random subspace feature selection for multiple classifier systems in 
high dimensional feature spaces (chapter 3)[37],[36],[38]. Although feature selection is 
widely used, there has been little research focused on feature selection in the multiple 
classifier context on comparison with different types of ensemble classifiers, which is 
the main contribution of this chapter.
2. Presented embedded feature ranking for ensemble MLP classifier (chapter 4) [116]. 
Most previous research on feature selection has focused on individual classifiers, how­
ever, the main focus in this chapter is on ensemble of Multi-layer Perceptrons(MLP). 
The extension of feature selection to ensemble classifiers is not straight forward, be­
cause there is a trade-off between accuracy and diversity [114]. MLP weights in a single
1.4. List o f publications
classifier are not suitable for identifying relevant features as shown in [113]. However, 
in this chapter it is shown that Ensemble MLP weights, when combined with Recursive 
Feature Elimination(RFE), are effective for eliminating irrelevant features. Moreover, 
it is very difficult to specify stopping criteria for RFE. Normally, elimination stops when 
the specific number of features is reached. In this chapter we also propose stopping 
criteria based on out-of-bootstrap (OOB) estimation.
3. Evaluated redundancy analysis for ensemble causal feature selection by comparing 
between bootstrap and random subspace method for ensemble causal feature selec- 
tion(chapter 5). There has been little previous research in the context of ensemble 
causal discovery with feature selection and the main objective of this chapter is to de­
termine if Bootstrap and RSM can be combined with causal feature selection to remove 
redundant features.
4. Analysed and compared performance between correlation-based and causal feature 
selection (chapter 6) [39]. In this chapter, we present a comparison analysis between 
correlation-based and causal feature selection for ensemble classifiers.
5. Presented hybrid correlation-causal feature selection which enables causal feature se­
lection to deal with high dimensional feature space (chapter 6)[40],[41]. PC and TPDA 
provide better performance than Markov Blanket (MB) based, however, they cannot 
scale up to deal with high dimensional data. This chapter presents hybrid correlation 
and causal feature selection for ensemble classifiers to deal with this problem. Redun­
dant features are removed by correlation-based feature selection and then irrelevant 
features are eliminated by causal feature selection.
1.4 List of publications
The research presented in this thesis has been presented and submitted at different 
international venues related to pattern recognition application, machine learning and 
data mining. The publications produced from this thesis according to the chapters are 
as follows:
Chapter 3
Chapter 1. Introduction
•  Duangsoithong, R., W indeatt, T. Relevant and Redundant Feature Analysis with En­
semble Classification. In Proceedings of the 2009 Seventh International Conference on 
Advances in Pattern Recognition (1CAPR 09). IEEE Computer Society, Washington, 
DC, USA, 247-250, 2009.
• Duangsoithong, R., W indeatt, T. Relevance and Redundancy Analysis for Ensem­
ble Classifiers. In: Perner,P. (ed.) Machine Learning and Data Mining in Pattern 
Recognition, vol. 5362, pp. 206-220, Springer, Heidelberg, 2009.
• Duangsoithong, R,. W indeatt, T. Bootstrap Feature Selection for Ensemble Classi­
fiers. In Proceedings of ICDM2010. pp 28-41, 2010.
• Duangsoithong, R,. W indeatt, T. Empirical Analysis on using Bootstrap and Random 
Subspace Feature Selection for Multiple Classifier System. Submitted to International 
Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence (IJPRAl) in April 2012.
Chapter 4
• W indeatt, T., Duangsoithong R. and Smith R. Embedded Feature Ranking for En­
semble MLP Classifiers. Neural Networks, IEEE Transactions on. Vol. 22, No. 6. 
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1.5 Structure of the thesis
The overall structure of this thesis is the following: literature review and background of 
feature selection, ensemble classification and causal discovery are described in chapter 2. 
Chapter 3 presents empirical experiments of using bootstrap and random subspace fea­
ture selection for multiple classifier systems in high dimensional feature spaces. Chapter 
4 proposes embedded feature ranking for ensemble MLP classifiers and stopping crite­
rion based on out-of-bootstrap estimation. Redundancy analysis for ensemble causal 
feature selection is proposed in chapter 5. Correlation-based and causal feature selec­
tion for ensemble classifier are compared and Hybrid correlation-causal feature selection 
for ensemble classifier is proposed in chapter 6. Finally, conclusions and future works 
are summarised in chapter 7.
Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2
Literature review  and  
background
Feature selection and ensemble classification have been extensively studied by re­
searchers for many years in order to improve classifier performance. In addition, causal 
discovery also benefits feature selection by revealing the hidden structure of data to 
provide better accuracy and robustness under uncertainty conditions.
This chapter presents a general literature review and background of feature selection, 
ensemble classification and causal discovery. Chapter 3-6 contain their own literature 
reviews tailored to each chapter. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. 
Feature selection is explained in section 2.1. Section 2.2 describes ensemble classifiers 
and causal discovery is presented in section 2.3.
2.1 Feature selection
2 .1 .1  In tro d u ctio n
In high dimensional data, many features are suspected to be irrelevant and redundant. 
These features not only lead to degradation in classification accuracy but also increase 
complexity in finding potential useful knowledge especially when the number of samples
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is relatively few compared to number of features. To overcome high dimensional fea­
ture spaces degradation, number of features should be reduced. Basically, there are two 
methods to reduce the dimension: feature extraction and feature selection. In figure 
2.1, feature extraction projects or transforms original features to lower dimensional­
ity. It does not require prior knowledge to perform, but is very difficult to understand 
because the semantics of original features are changed. Moreover, using feature extrac­
tion might be impractical for large number of features since it requires all the original 
features, and over-fitting may also occur. The most commonly used and well-known 
techniques of feature extraction are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [56] and Lin­
ear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)[57].
PC A is an unsupervised feature extraction techniques which does not take the class 
label into account. It reduces dimensionality of the data by transforming original 
features to lower spaces in the direction of the most information. Alternatively, LDA is 
a supervised techniques that is dependent on class label. It decreases number of features 
by measuring within-class and between-class separation and projects original features 
in the direction that maximises between-class separation and minimises within-class 
separation.
Feature selection in figure 2.2 is another well-known technique that is frequently used to 
reduce number of features. It is an important pre-processing step, especially with small 
sample size problems in machine learning, statistics and data mining areas. Unlike fea­
ture extraction, feature selection reduces number of features by removing irrelevant and 
redundant features and selecting optimal subset from original features. This optimal 
subset is a feature subset that has minimum number of features but provides maxi­
mum classification performance. The main objective of feature selection is to improve 
prediction accuracy, speed and minimize storage and memory requirement with better 
data understanding.
Generally, the number of features in feature selection analysis can be divided into three 
categories: small scale (the number of features is less than 19), medium scale (the 
number of features is between 20 and 49) and large scale (the number of features is 
equal or higher than 50 features) [64],[122]. However, it can also be argued that datasets
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with hundreds and thousands of features form a separate category.
2 .1 .2  L itera tu re  review : F eatu re  se le c tio n
During the past decades, feature selection research has been extensively studied by 
researchers in the machine learning, statistics and data mining areas. At the beginning 
of feature selection history, most researchers focused on relevance analysis in which 
irrelevant features are removed such as IDS[92], FOCUS [4], RELIEF[60] and CFS[51].
In 1983, Quinlan proposed to use information gain in order to select relevant features in 
the IDS decision tree algorithm[92]. FOCUS[4] is another feature selection algorithm 
presented by Almuallim and Dietterich in 1991 that searches all subsets of features 
exhaustively for minimum subset of features which is sufficient for determining the 
class label to construct a small decision tree. Nevertheless, the generalization of learning 
algorithm using FOCUS is not very good.
Kira and Redell proposed RELIEF[60] algorithm in 1992 that statistically selects rel­
evant features. It evaluates a random subset of samples and calculates average differ­
ence in distance from the nearest samples of the same class (near-hit) and different
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class (near miss). However, in case of redundant features, if most features are rele­
vant features, RELIEF possibly selects both relevant and redundant features[59]. The 
degree and definition of feature relevance are divided into strong, weak relevance and 
irrelevance by John, et.al.[59] in 1994. In order to improve classifier accuracy, the 
w rapper[59],[62],[63], model is introduced.
In[73], a probabilistic approach using Las Vegas Algorithm (LVF) is proposed to use as 
filter method for feature selection. Consequently, hybrid search for feature subset using 
combination of LVF algorithm is presented in[30] by decreasing number of features and 
using Automatic Branch & Bound (ABB) as complete search for optimal subset from 
the remaining features. Feature selection for classification and clustering are described 
in 1997[29] and 200G[31], respectively.
A genetic algorithm[119] for feature selection using randomized heuristic search tech­
niques is presented in 1997. Correlation-based Feature Selection(CFS) [52], [51], another 
well-known feature selection techniques, was proposed by Hall in 1998 in order to re­
move irrelevant features.
Recently, in addition to relevance analysis, redundancy analysis has become more ex­
tensively investigated by researchers. Ding and Peng presented Minimum Redundancy 
and Maximum Relevance (MRMR) algorithm. Yu and Liu [120],[121] proposed Fast 
Correlation-Based Filter (FCBF) algorithm to remove both irrelevant and redundant 
features by using Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU). Malarvili et al.[75] proposed rele­
vance and redundancy analysis technique based on discriminant analysis using area 
under ROC curve and predominant features based on discriminant power for redun­
dancy analysis in Neonatal Seizure Detection application. In 2007, Deisy et al. [32] 
proposed Decision Independent Correlation (DIG) and Decision Dependent Correla­
tion (DDC) to remove irrelevant and redundant features, respectively. Biesiada and 
Duch[6] used SU to remove irrelevant features and used Pearson test to eliminate 
redundant features for biomedical data analysis. Kolmogorov-Smirnov[5] algorithm was 
also proposed to reduce both redundant and irrelevant features.
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2 .1 .3  H ow  d o es fea tu re  se le c tio n  work?
Munson and Caruna performed an empirical bias and variance analysis on feature 
selection[80] in 2009 and found that the improvement of classifier performance using 
feature selection is not from decreasing number of noisy features or separating irrelevant 
features from relevant features, but is from decrease in variance. Set of optimal features 
is not a set of relevant features after removing irrelevant features, but is a set that has 
trade-off between reduction in variance and increase in bias. A similar concept of 
searching optimal features from Yu and Liu[121] proposed that optimal feature subset 
should not contain only strongly relevant features but also weakly relevant features 
which have no redundancy and no irrelevant features.
2 .1 .4  T y p e  o f  featu re  se le c tio n
Basically, the feature selection method can be divided into four categories: filter, wrap­
per, embedded and hybrid method[49],[121],[99],[36]. From figure 2.3, the filter method 
searches optimal features using a scoring function which is independent from the learn­
ing algorithm. Mutual information, information gain, statistic test and Markov Blanket 
are commonly used scoring functions. Filter methods can scale up to deal with high 
dimensional data with fast computation. However, applying selected features to dif­
ferent type of classifiers might lead to variation in classifier performance due to the 
dependence on learning algorithm and the scoring function may be well-suited to some 
classifiers more than others.
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The wrapper method as shown in figure 2.4, combines the classifier to search for optimal 
features. It evaluates feature subset using classifier accuracy. Wrappers usually out­
perform filter methods as they take predictive performance into account. However, its 
computational time is significant and might easily over-fit in high dimensional feature 
spaces.
In Embedded methods presented in figure 2.5, optimal subset of features is selected 
during learning. Well-known example algorithms are decision tree and Support Vector 
Machines-Recursive Feature Elimination (svm-rfe) [50]. Feature selection is inherent to 
the classifier’s training process.
From figure 2.6, hybrid feature selection[86j,[103] combines the advantages of filter and 
wrapper approach together. A scoring function in the filter method is used to search 
for candidate features and then the wrapper will evaluate the candidate features by 
measuring classifier performance.
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2 .1 .5  S tru ctu re  o f  fea tu re  se le c tio n
Basically, feature selection is composed of four main parts: subset generation, subset 
evaluation, stopping criteria and subset validation as shown in figure 2.7[48],[74].
a) S ubse t g en e ra tio n
Subset generation can be searched completely, sequentially or randomly.
Complete search Given N  original features, the total number of possible subsets is 2^. 
Complete search performs a search exhaustively through this exponential search space
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and guarantees that no optimal subset will be missed[74]. However, it might be imprac­
tical to exhaustively search for large number of features, therefore, heuristic search is 
more commonly used than exhaustive search. Examples of well-known complete search 
are branch and bound[82] and beam[35] search.
Sequential search This strategy sequentially adds or eliminates features. It is very fast, 
easy to implement and practical. The complexity of search is normally less than or 
equal to O(iV^). Nevertheless, it is possible to converge to local minima[74]. Exam­
ples of sequential search are Sequential Forward selection(SFS), Sequential Backward 
selection(SBS) [72], Plus-f-take away r[105] and Sequential Floating search(SFFS and 
SBFS)[91].
Random search This method randomly adds or subtracts features, and stops when 
reaching the stopping criteria and is able to deal with the local minima problem. Well- 
known examples are genetic algorithm[119] and simulated annealing[35].
b) Subset evaluation
After feature subsets are generated, the candidate subsets will be evaluated by a scor­
ing or objective function in order to measure their goodness. Basically, there are two 
types of subset evaluation: independent and dependent criteria[74]. Dependent criteria 
are used in the wrapper method and evaluate candidate feature subsets by using the 
classifier’s performance (error rate or accuracy). It usually performs better than inde­
pendent criteria which is used in the filter model, however, its computational cost is 
very expensive. On the other hand, independent criteria used in the filter method mea­
sure goodness of a feature or feature subsets by scoring (objective) function. Examples 
of well-known scoring functions are information gain[92], correlation[51]. Symmetrical 
Uncertainty[121] and Markov Blanket[108],[3].
c) Stopping Criteria
Subset generation and subset evaluation are performed until a stopping criteria is 
reached. Feature selection stops searching for optimal features when the search is
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completed, that is when the minimum number of features or maximum number of it­
erations is reached. Adding or removing features in some stopping criteria does not 
provide significant improvement. Moreover, it is very difficult to determine when to 
stop generating and evaluating feature subsets especially in feature ranking algorithms 
such as svm-rfe[50] which normally stops when only a specific number of features are 
left.
d) Subset validation
In synthetic data, irrelevant and redundant features are identified beforehand and can 
be used to validate selected features, however, in most real-world data, prior knowledge 
is not available. Basically, indirect methods such as measuring classifier’s error rate or 
accuracy will be used[74].
2.2 Ensemble classification
2.2.1 Introduction
An ensemble classifier or multiple classifier system (MCS) is another well-known tech­
nique to improve system accuracy [115]. It is a group of base classifiers that learn a 
target function by combining their prediction together. Ensemble has the ability to in­
crease accuracy of system by combining output of multiple experts, improve efficiency 
by decomposing complex problem into multiple-sub problems and improve reliability 
by reducing uncertainty. There are many approaches to ensemble classifiers such as 
averaging. Bagging [10] and Boosting [43].
The ensemble pools the results of each base classifier to improve generalization (the 
response of classifier to new patterns) and then make a final decision. There are many 
ways to combine classifiers such as averaging, voting, linear or non-linear combining, 
stacking, etc. However, if classifiers are similar to each other or contain no new informa­
tion, there will be no benefit in ensemble performance. Therefore, each base classifier 
should be unique or provide diversity in order to make different decision boundaries
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to improve ensemble performance. Examples of diversity in ensemble classifiers are 
random samples (Bootstrap), different features (Random Subspace Method(RSM)), 
A ttribute Baggings), random classes (error-correcting output coding (ECOC)) or ran­
dom initial weight (Multi-layer Perceptron(MLP)). Nevertheless, there is an inevitable 
trade-off between accuracy and diversity known as the accuracy/diversity dilemma[114].
2 .2 .2  L itera tu re  review : E n sem b le  C lassification
Dasarathy and Sheela[28] proposed the idea of using multiple classifiers in order to 
divide feature space in 1979. Moreover, according to the unstable nature of neural 
network classifiers, Hansen and Salomon[53] improved generalisation by using a multiple 
classifier system. Dietterich[34] also proposed that the necessary fundamental condition 
for ensemble classifiers is that base classifiers should be accurate and diverse to make 
the ensemble more accurate than any single classifier.
In 1990, Schaphire[100] presented Boosting algorithm to improve weak (unstable) clas­
sifiers. Boosting creates an ensemble classifier by randomly sampling data without 
replacement and combining by majority vote. It produces an accurate prediction 
rule by combining inaccurate rules of thumb. At each iteration, the sampling dis­
tribution is sequentially updated and the ensemble classifier is created at the final 
iteration [66], [88], [100].
The next generation of Boosting, AdaBoost[43], is proposed in 1996. Like its predeces­
sor, AdaBoost creates multiple classifier system by manipulating training samples and 
combine with weighted majority vote. At each trial, the classifier is applied in order 
to minimize weighted error over training samples. The weighted error is computed and 
updated on training data by reducing value on sample data that classifies correctly and 
placing more weight on misclassified samples. Finally, the ensemble classifier is created 
from weighted majority vote. AdaBoost updates distribution of training data itera­
tively. The samples that are misclassified in previous classifier have high probability to 
be included in next classifier’s training data[88]. AdaBoost usually performs very well 
in low noise condition, however, it is also possible to increase weight on the mislabeled 
samples that leads to over-fitting in cases of high noise [34].
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Bagging (Bootstrap Aggregation) is introduced by Breiman in 1997[10]. It creates en­
semble classifiers by using bootstrap to random sample training data with replacement 
and combines classifiers by using majority vote. The main objective of Bagging is to 
improve accuracy of base classifier. Unlike Boosting and AdaBoost, Bagging is tolerant 
to noisy data and able to deal with the small sample size problem. However, its perfor­
mance might not be much improved in large number of training samples due to each 
bootstrap training set likely to be similar with other bootstrap replicates, so might not 
be diverse enough for ensemble classifier improvement[34].
Ho [55] presented Random Subspace Method (RSM) that creates ensemble classifiers 
by random selecting feature subsets and uses decision trees as a base classifier. Input 
decimation(ID) [84] is another technique that manipulates feature space for creating 
multiple classifier systems. ID uses feature selection to select feature subsets and creates 
ensemble classifiers from these selected features.
Random Forest proposed by Breiman[11] in 2001 combines Bagging algorithm with 
Random Subspace Method for decision tree base classifier. It creates the ensemble 
using bootstrap samples to construct multiple trees and randomly selects features from 
original features at each branch of the decision tree[85],[12]. Rotation Forest[97] is 
another ensemble technique to create a decision tree ensemble. It randomly selects 
feature subsets from original data and then uses Principal Component Analysis (PC A) 
to transform each feature subset and finally combines their outputs.
Kittler et.al.[61] presented and compared theoretical frameworks for combining classi­
fiers in 1988 and found that sum rule performs better than other combination rules 
such as minimum, maximum, median, product rules and majority vote. In 2000, 
Dietterich[33] reviewed ensemble methods using Bayesian average, error-correcting out­
put coding(ECOC), Bagging and Boosting and explained why ensemble classifiers usu­
ally outperform a single classifier. Kuncheva provided the probability of error for­
mulae (normal and uniform distributions) for six classifier fusion methods(average, 
minimum, maximum, median, majority vote, and oracle) in 2002[65] and presented 
a well-known reference book of methods and algorithms for ensemble classifiers in 
2005[66]. Polikar[88] explained multiple classifier system for decision making in 2006
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and real-world applications using ensemble classifiers are presented in 2008 by Oza and 
Tumer[85].
2 .2 .3  W h y  en sem b le  classifiers?
Dietterich[33] and Polikar[88] explain the reasons for using an ensemble and why it 
usually performs better than a single classifier. A classifier that provides good per­
formance on training data does not guarantee that it will provide good generalisation 
performance. Combining classifier decisions using voting may decrease the mistakes 
from selecting poor performing classifiers, especially when number of training data is 
very small compared to number of features. Moreover, unstable classifiers such as neu­
ral networks and decision trees possibly get stuck in local optima. Even in the case 
of training data being sufficient, the learning algorithm might still be very difficult to 
compute.
In some applications, datasets can be too large and impractical to handle by a single 
classifier. Dividing the dataset into smaller subsets, and combining their decisions can 
provide a more effective solution. On the other hand, in small sample size problems, 
the classifier cannot learn the underlying data distribution. Re-sampling techniques 
such as bootstrapping can be used to provide random subsets and create sufficient set 
of data to train the ensemble classifier.
Furthermore, a single classifier might not be able to solve some difficult problems, 
especially when the decision boundary is very complicated to separate many classes. 
Separating data in smaller partitions and using the classifier to learn each segmentation 
and combining their decisions can approximate this complex decision boundary.
Finally, in the case of multiple sets of data collected from several sources, a single 
classifier might not be able to handle this data. Therefore, training different classifiers 
on each source and combining the outputs may provide an effective solution.
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2 .2 .4  C o n stru c tin g  E n sem b le  c lassifiers
There are many ways to generate multiple classifier systems. Normally, ensemble clas­
sifiers can be created by injecting random perturbation into the base classifier such as 
manipulating training samples, features or classes.
Injecting randomness in the training sample is the most popular method to construct 
ensemble classifiers. This method creates an ensemble by re-sampling the training set, 
run several times with a different set of training data and combines their output using 
an appropriate combination rule. This method works well, especially with weak or 
unstable classifiers, such as decision trees and neural networks because small perturba­
tion in different training subsets is able to create sufficient diversity (different decision 
boundaries) for ensemble classifiers. The well-known techniques for manipulating train­
ing samples are Boosting and Bagging.
The second method to generate an ensemble classifier is manipulating a set of input 
features. The Random Subspace Method (RSM) was introduced by Ho[55] in 1998 and 
is one of the most well-known feature selection techniques for ensemble classification. 
RSM randomly selects feature subsets and is able to reduce dimensionality and improve 
performance for high dimensional problems.
In 1995, the error-correcting output coding (ECOC) method was presented by Diet­
terich and Bakiri[34] to deal with multi-classes problem. ECOC creates an ensemble 
classifier by converting multi classes into two class problems. In this method, multi­
class data is randomly divided into two subsets. The classes of the original dataset are 
re-labeled to 0 and 1 and given to the learning algorithm to construct a base classifier. 
This process is repeated several times to create an ensemble classifier which combines 
outputs by majority vote[34].
Furthermore, manipulation of classifiers can also be done by other techniques, for ex­
ample, in neural networks by using different initial weights. Moreover, the different 
architectures such as different number of nodes and hidden layers in neural networks 
can also be used for specific applications[88].
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2.3 Causal discovery
2 .3 .1  In tro d u ctio n
Causal discovery is a hybrid combination of statistical and structural pattern recogni­
tion. It calculates probability and has a powerful representation by revealing structure 
of causal relationships between features and between features and classes. Feature se­
lection does not usually take causal discovery into account. However, in some cases such 
as when training and testing dataset do not conform to the independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) assumption, testing distribution is shifted by manipulation from ex­
ternal agent, causal discovery can provide some benefits for feature selection under 
these uncertainty conditions. Causal relationships are usually uncovered by Bayesian 
Networks (BN) which consist of a direct acyclic graph (DAG) that represents depen­
dencies and independencies between variable and joint probability distribution among 
a set of variables [3]. It also can learn the underlying data structure, provide better 
understanding of the data generation process and better accuracy and robustness under 
uncertainty [48]. In chapter 5 and 6, we will look at causal feature selection in more 
detail.
BN consists of a direct acyclic graph (DAG) representing dependencies and indepen­
dencies between features, set of features or no des (F) and joint probability distribution 
among features(H). In a DAG graph, a node A  is the parent of B  {B is the child of A) 
if there is a direct edge from A to B.  In BN, the direction does not mean anything, 
however, in causal Bayesian Networks, direction represents cause-effect relationship 
between features.
2 .3 .2  L itera tu re  review : C ausal d iscovery
The category of BN can be divided into three approaches: search-and-score, constraint- 
based and hybrid approaches[110], [112]. In the search-and-score approach, BN searches 
all possible structures to find the one that provides the maximum score. The stan­
dard scoring functions that are normally used in BN are Bayesian Dirichlet(BDeu), 
Bayesian Information Criterion(BIC), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Minimum
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Description Length(MDL) and K2 scoring function[117],[110]. Example algorithms 
using search and scores are K2\2Q] and Tree Augmented Naive Bayes(TAN) [44] algo­
rithms.
K2[26] algorithm starts with ranking features(nodes). After that, in each node, K2 
greedily adds edges that maximise network score and moves to other nodes when 
there is no further improvement. In order to avoid over-fitting, number of maximum 
parents is restricted beforehand in K2 algorithm. [117], [26]. Tree Augmented Naive 
Bayes(TAN) [44] ,[117], [22], another example of search and score algorithm, learns a tree 
structure using a mutual information test and then adds edges from class node to each 
feature node(Naive Bayes classifier structure). Finally, TAN learns causal structure 
between features by searching for second parent for each node.
The second approach, constraint-based, uses test of conditional dependencies and inde­
pendencies from the data by estimation using statistic test or mutual information, 
Markov Blanket, etc. This approach defines structure and orientation from results 
of the tests based on some assumptions that these tests are accurate and there is a 
causal structure that represents independencies in the distribution tha t generated the 
data[117]. Finally, hybrid approach uses constraint-based approach for conditional in­
dependence test (Cl test) and then identifies the network that maximizes a scoring 
function by using search-and-score approach[112].
In early constraint-based for causal discovery research, most algorithms searched from 
causal relations from all original features (global search). Pearl and Dechter proposed 
ICS algorithm[90] and proved that d-separation criterion can be used to identify in­
dependencies in causal graphs. PC algorithm [104], one of the prototype and well- 
known algorithms was proposed in 1993. Local causal discovery (LCD) algorithm, 
a simple and efficient method is presented by Cooper[25]. Three Phase Dependency 
Analysis(TPDA) [21] algorithm is presented in 1997. TPDA uses mutual information to 
search and test for Cl test instead of using Statistics test as in PC algorithm. Sparse 
Candidate algorithm (SC) [45] has ability to deal with several hundreds of features by 
using locally candidate set.
However, searching all features for causal relations is impractical in high dimensional
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feature spaces. Roller and Shami proposed KS algorithm[68], the first Markov blanket- 
based (local search) for feature selection under faithfulness condition in which number 
of training saniples should be enough to perform the Cl test.
Recently, many Markov Blanket-based algorithms for causal discovery have been stud­
ied extensively in order to deal with small sample size with high dimensional feature 
spaces such as Crow-Shrink(CS) [78], Incremental Association Markov Blanket (IAMB) [107], 
Max-Min Parents and Children(MMPC)[108], Max-Min Markov Blanet(MMMB) [108], 
Max-Min Bayesian Network(MMBN) [109], HIT0N[3] and Max-Min Hill-Climbing(MMHC)[13] 
algorithms. Finally, causal feature selection using Markov Blanket-based was presented 
in 2007 by Cuyon et al. [48].
2 .3 .3  L earn ing causa l stru c tu re
BN consists of DAC, set of features(F) and joint probability distribution(P) as ex­
plained in section 2.3.1. It is based on Bayes’ theorem for conditional probability.
p . i )
where P{A\B)  is prediction result or probability of class given input (posterior), P{B\A)  
probability of input at given class(likelihood), P{A)  probability of class (prior), and 
P (B)  probability of input.
Let BN contain n  features Fi to F%, the joint probability distribution(P) can be cal­
culated from the chain rule.
P ( P i , P 2 , f  (El) * f  (fblEi) * ... * P(F;[Pi,Fb,F%-i) (2.2)
P(Fi,F2,...,F„) = Y[P(Fi\F i,F2 ,.. .F i.i)  (2.3)
i
P{Fi,F2,...,Fr,) = l lPiFi \Parents{Fi))  (2.4)
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In the search-and-score approach, casual graph is created by searching all possible 
structures and finding the causal graph which provides the maximum score from scoring 
function {BNScore  =  P{structure\Data)).  However, this approach may be impractical 
in high dimensional feature space due to its complete or exhaustive search.
The causal graph structure can be also discovered by using the condition independent 
test (Cl test) in constraint-based approach. Clobal search, such as PC and TPDA 
algorithms, search for all causal relations between features including classes. The search 
begins with direct edges (skeleton) and then adding or removing edges and specifying 
edge directions (the detail of PC and TPDA algorithms is explained in section 5.3.1). 
Local search algorithms such as CS, HITON and IAMB use Markov Blanket-based 
algorithms to define causal graph. Classes or target must be defined before hand to 
search for Markov Blanket of that class and features are added or removed by using 
the Cl test (the details of CS, HITON and IAMB algorithms are described in section
6.3.1 and 6.4.1.).
Civen features; A,B and C, the DAC structure and Condition Independencies (Markov 
properties) is summarised in table 2.1 [48].
Table 2.1: Relation between DAC structure and condition independencies.
Structure DAC Condition Independencies
Completely unconnected graph 
Single arrow chain 
Chain 
Fork
Collider (V-structure) 
Fully connected graph
A  —y C, B  or A i— C, B  
A  —>• C  —y B  or A i— C i— B  
A ^ C ^ B  
A  —>■ C  4— B  
A  —^ C  —y B  and A  —y B
A  ±  B,  A  ±  C  and C ±  B  
A ± B , a n d C  L B  
A ± B \ C  
A ± B \ C  
A  I B  hut  A  JL B\C  
No independencies
d-separation (direction-dependent separation)
Two features node, A  and R, are d-separated (conditionally independent, {A _L B |F )) 
to given features subset F  iff every paths between A  and B  are blocked by F[18],[48].
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B locked p a th
A path between two features A  and B  is blocked by a feature set F  iff it does not 
contain any collider, A -y F  ^  B,  such that F  is in F  or there is no collider or any of 
its descendants are in F [18],[48].
F a ith fu lness cond ition
Let P  be a joint probability distribution on feature set F  and B N  a Bayesian Network 
defined on F. P  and B N  satisfies faithfulness condition iff P  and B N  satisfies Markov 
condition and every conditional independence entailed by B N  corresponds to Markov 
condition presented in P . [48],[81].
M arkov  cond ition
P  and B N  satisfies Markov condition if for each features (VX G F) X is conditionally 
independent of the set of its non-descendants given the set of its parents[48],[81].
Both Markov and faithfulness conditions are used to guarantee that dependencies(faithfulness 
condition) and independencies (Markov condition) of the represented distribution in the 
BN graph are accurate[48].
M arkov  B lanket.
Markov Blanket (M P(T)) is a minimum set of predictor features needed for classi­
fication of class or target features (T). MB(T) consists of its parents (direct causes), 
children (direct effects) and spouses (direct causes of direct effects) [48], [18] as shown 
in figure 2.6. In constraint-based, Markov Blanket (M P(T )) can be used as feature 
selection to search for strongly relevant features.
2 .3 .4  C au sa l fea tu re  se le c tio n
The main objective of feature selection is to improve performance of classifiers by reduc­
ing number of features and selecting optimal features. Feature selection also prevents
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over-fitting in high dimensional problems, decreases computational time and memory 
usage. However, feature selection does not usually take causal relationship between 
features or between features and classes into account. Causal discovery mutually im­
proves feature selection by providing an underlying causal structure relationships of the 
dataset. If a correct causal feature selection model is chosen, it will provide robustness 
against manipulating or changing the data distribution[48]. On the other hand, feature 
selection enables global causal discovery algorithms such as PC and TPDA methods 
to deal with high dimensional data by eliminating irrelevant and redundant features 
before exploring the causal relationship between features.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, related researches and background of feature selection, ensemble clas- 
sihers and causal discovery are reviewed. High dimensional data leads to degradation 
in classifier performance, especially with small sample size problems. Feature selection 
is able to deal with this problem by selecting optimal features and eliminating irrele­
vant and redundant features. Ensemble classifiers also improve accuracy and stability 
of classifiers, especially when using unstable classifiers such as decision trees or Neu­
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ral Network classifiers. Moreover, feature selection and causal discovery are mutually 
benefit each other by discovering the causal relationship between features for better un­
derstanding and selecting optimal features for easier discovery and better understanding 
in causal relationship.
Although feature selection and ensemble classifiers are widely used, there has been 
little research on combining feature selection into ensemble the classifiers context in­
cluding causal discovery. The main objective of the research is to find new ensemble 
methods to improve feature selection including causal feature selection to deal with 
high dimensional data. In this thesis, an empirical analysis using bootstrapping and 
random subspace features for multiple classifier systems in high dimensional data is 
investigated in chapter 3. Ranking feature selection using recursive feature elimination 
with ensemble neural network classifiers is proposed along with stopping criteria based 
on Out-of-Bootstrap(OOB) estimation in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents redundancy 
analysis using ensemble causal feature selection. Finally, correlation-based and casual- 
based feature selection is compared and a method for hybrid correlation-casual feature 
selection for ensemble classifier is proposed in chapter 6.
Chapter 3
Em pirical A nalysis on using  
B ootstrap  and R andom  Subspace  
Feature Selection for M ultip le  
Classifier System
In order to deal with the small sample size problem, we begin with an empirical analysis 
on using different architectures with Bootstrap and Random Subspace feature selection 
for ensemble classifiers. Conventional feature selection for ensembles (using feature 
selection before ensemble classifiers) is investigated and compared with using all original 
features, bootstrap feature selection. Random Subspace Method (RSM) and Attribute 
Bagging. Four base classifiers: Multilayer Perceptron, Support Vector Machine, Naive 
Bayes and Decision Tree are used to evaluate the performance of UCI and causal 
discovery datasets.
3.1 Introduction
As described in chapter 1, in many machine learning applications especially in the med­
ical area, datasets usually contain high dimensional feature spaces with relatively few
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patterns that leads to degradation of classifier performance. To overcome this small 
sample size problem, a combination of feature selection and ensemble classifiers is pro­
posed in order to decrease feature space dimension and increase number of patterns by 
using re-sampling and random subspace techniques.
Figures 3.1-3.5 present block diagrams of using combination of feature selection (FS), 
bootstrapping (BT), Random Subspace Method (RSM) for ensemble classifiers. A 
typical ensemble classifier system without using feature selection (Bagging) is shown 
in figure 3.1. Normally, feature selection is an essential pre-processing step to improve 
system performance by selecting optimal features from entire datasets as shown in figure
3.2 (FS+BT). A bootstrap feature selection for ensemble classifiers (BT-l-FS) [38] which 
bootstraps samples before feature selection is shown in figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 presents 
Random Subspace Method (RSM) [55] algorithm which randomly selects feature subset 
without using feature selection and figure 3.5 is a block diagram of Attribute Bagging 
(FS-bRSM)[15] which uses wrapper feature selection to select optimal subset before 
random features and combining output by majority vote. Although feature selection is 
widely used, there has been little research focused on feature selection in the multiple 
classifier context and on comparison with different architectures of ensemble classifiers, 
which is the main contribution of this chapter.
The structure of this chapter is the following: literature review is briefly described 
in section 3.2. Section 3.3 explains the theoretical approach of ensemble classifiers 
and feature selection. The dataset and evaluation procedure are described in section 
3.4. Experimental results are presented in section 3.5 and are discussed in section 3.6. 
Finally, the conclusion is summarised in section 3.7.
3.2 Literature R eview
Feature selection and ensemble classification have received attention from researchers 
in statistics, machine learning, neural networks and data mining areas over many years. 
Early researchers focused only on removing irrelevant features such as RELÏEFF[60], 
FOCUS [4] and Correlation-based Feature Selection(CFS) [51]. Recently, in Yu and
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Figure 3.2: Conventional feature selection for ensemble classifiers (FS+BT)
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Liu[121], Fast Correlation-Based Filter (FCBF) algorithm was proposed to remove 
both irrelevant and redundant features by using Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) and 
was successful for reducing high dimensional features while maintaining high accuracy.
However, according to Deisy et al. [32], SU does not have enough accuracy to quantify 
the dependency among features and does not take into account the effect of pairs of 
features on the class label during redundancy analysis. Decision Independent Correla­
tion (D ie) and Decision Dependent Correlation (DDC) were proposed[32] instead of 
using SU to remove irrelevant and redundant features, respectively. DIC and DDC pro­
vide better performance than FCBF algorithm in terms of number of selected features, 
computational time and accuracy.
Chou et al. [24] proposed a modification of FCBF algorithm in order to remove irrele­
vant and redundant features for intrusion detection. They found that, in redundancy 
analysis, SU is calculated between selected features and rest of features after removing 
irrelevant features in relevance analysis. Therefore, in the final optimal subset, FCBF 
algorithm possibly keeps redundant features with respect to irrelevant features that 
were already eliminated. To deal with this problem, they proposed to calculate SU 
between features and all original features.
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Moreover, although feature selection is widely used, there has been little work devoted 
explicitly to handling feature selection in the context of ensemble classifiers. Many pre­
vious researchers have focused on determining feature subsets to combine with different 
ways of choosing subsets. Ho[55] presented the Random Subspace Method (RSM), one 
of best known feature selection techniques with ensemble classification. It was shown 
that a random choice of feature subset, which allows a single feature to be in more than 
one subset improves performance for high dimensional problems. In Oza and Tumer[84], 
feature subsets are selected based on correlation between features and class. Bryll et 
al. [15] presented Attribute Bagging that ranks subsets of randomly chosen features 
as wrapper method before combining. In Skurichina and Duin[101], random selection 
without replacement and forward features methods are used to find optimal subset. 
Moreover, most previous approaches have focused on determining optimal features, 
but rarely to combine with ensemble classification. In addition, to overcome possibly 
selected redundant features problem from FCBF algorithm, an empirical analysis on 
bootstrap and random subspace feature selection for ensemble classifiers is investigated 
and compared with using all original features. These algorithms are also investigated 
to solve the small sample size problem.
3.3 Theoretical Approach
To overcome small sample size problems, a combination of feature selection and en­
semble classifiers is proposed in order to decrease feature space dimension and increase 
number of patterns by using re-sampling and random subspace techniques.
In our research as shown in figure 3.6, Fast Correlation-Based Filter (FCBF) [121], an 
effective feature selection algorithm that removes both irrelevant and redundant fea­
tures, is compared with Correlation-based Feature Selection with Sequential Forward 
Floating Search (CFS+SFFS) [51],[91]. Bagging [10] algorithm for ensemble classi­
fiers, described in Section 3.1.2, is experimentally compared with different learning 
algorithms. The details of FCBF and CFS algorithms are described in section 3.3.2.
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3 .3 .1  E n sem b le  C lassifier
Ensemble classifiers have interested and been studied by researchers for many years as 
explained in section 2.2.2. It combines individual base classifiers together in order to 
increase accuracy and improve generalization of the final prediction. The decision from 
each base classifier can be combined in many ways such as averaging, voting, stacking, 
etc. The principle assumption of ensemble classifiers is that if base classifiers are diverse 
or unique and combined appropriately, overall accuracy should be, on average, better 
than the individual base classifier[12]. In this chapter, an ensemble classifier using 
Bootstrap Feature Selection is proposed and compared with using original features. 
Bagging, Random Subspace Method(RSM) and Attribute Bagging.
B agging.
Ensemble classifiers like Bagging[10] or Bootstrap Aggregation improve performance by 
reducing correlation among base classifiers [111]. Bagging is one of the earliest, simplest 
and most popular methods for ensembles and uses Bootstrapping (BT) to randomly 
select samples with replacement and combine with majority vote. Bootstrap is the most 
well-known strategy for injecting randomness to improve generalization performance in 
multiple classifier systems and provides out-of-bootstrap estimate (explained in section 
4.1.3) for selecting classifier parameters[114]. Randomness is desirable since it increases 
diversity among the base classifiers, which is known to be a necessary condition for 
improved performance.
H ow  does Bagging work?
Bagging can improve performance in both numerical prediction and classification prob­
lems [10].
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1) Numerical Prediction
In case of numerical prediction, the aggregate predictor is
^ a {x ) = E l (p {x , L) (3.1)
where x  is input data, L is dataset. (p{x, L) is a predictor and Ep  denotes the expec­
tation over L.
If X  and Y  (prediction output) are random variables, the prediction error Cs in ip{x, L) 
is
e, = E v , x ( Y - v ( X , L ) f  (3.2)
And the average prediction error e in ip{x, L) is
e = EL[EY,x(Y - v ( X , L ) f \  (3.3)
According to the inequality (EZ)"^ < EZ"^, equation 3.3 can be re-written.
e =  4- T) (3.4)
e > E { Y  — (p a Ÿ  — (3.5)
Equation 3.5 means that aggregate prediction (pA has lower mean squared prediction 
error than single prediction ip. The degree of improvement depends on the following 
ineaquality.
l E M ^ , L ) Ÿ > E i P { x , L )  (3.6)
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From equation 3.6, the two sides are nearly equal if ip{x, L)  does not change too much
and there will be no improvement for aggregation.
2) Classification
Bagging can improve performance in classification problems which can be explained as 
follows [10].
Q{j\x) is relative frequency of a classifier (f){x,L) which predicts class label j  of input 
X  from bootstrap replicates of learning set L  with distribution P.
Q ( j |x )= P W ( a ; ,L ) = j)  (3.7)
If rs is the correct classification probability of input x  for a single classifier.
rs = Y^Q{j \x )P{j \x)  (3.8)
j
where P{j\x)  is the probability that input x  provides class j .  Then the average proba­
bility of correct classification (r) over bootstrap learning set (L) is
r  =  E  / (j | a;)]j^(da;) (3.9)
j
where Px{dx)  is the probability distribution of input data x.
For input x, a classifier 0 is called order-correct if argmaXjQ(j\x) = argmaXjP{j\x)  
which means that classifier 0 will predict class j  for input x  more often than any other 
class if input x  results in class j more often than any other class.
Since the ensemble classification is 0a(a^) =  argmaxjQ{j\x)  and from equation 3.9, the 
probability of correct classification (ta) at input x  for the aggregated classifier is
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T'A =  E  /  I{argmaxiQ{i\x) = j )P{j \x)Px{dx)  (3.10)
j
where /(•) is the indicator (classifier) function.
If C  is the set of inputs x  for which 0 is order-correct, for input data x E C, the 
probability of correct classification at x  for the aggregated classifier is
Y^[I{argmaxiQ{i\x)  =  j)P{j\x)]  =  maXjP{j\x)  (3.11)
3
Prom equation 3.11, the correct classification probability of aggregated classifiers 0A is
VA= [  max jP{ j \ x )P x{dx)+  = j)P{j\^)Px(,dx)  (3.12)
JxÇiC j J
Although order-correct (0) at x is far from optimal, the aggregated classifiers (0a) can 
be nearly optimal. However, not only can aggregating good classifiers be nearly opti­
mal but can also make poor classifiers into worse classifiers. Bagging usually improves 
classifier performance when the base classifier is unstable or weak[10].
B ootstrap  Feature Selection algorithm  (BT-fiFS)
In Bootstrap Feature Selection[38], the dataset is divided into p  bootstrap replicates. 
Feature selection will select optimal features from each bootstrap replicate and selected 
features will be trained by the base classifier. In bootstrapping, p  training samples are 
randomly sampled with replacement. Each bootstrap replicate contains, on average,
63.2 % of the original dataset or (1 — l//i)^  =  36.8 % will be removed. Final output 
will be selected using majority vote from all classifiers of each bootstrap replicate. The 
architecture of BT-fFS is given in Figure 3.3 and pseudo code is given in appendix A. 
BT-FFS performs very well with small and medium number of features[37],[36]. In this 
chapter it is experimented with large number of features.
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R a n d o m  S ubspace  M e th o d  (R SM )
RSM[55] as shown in figure 3.4, is one of the well-known methods for ensemble classifiers 
by using random subset from original features without replacement. It was introduced 
to ensemble decision trees by Ho (1998) who found that, for many problems, the suitable 
subset is 50% of original features[55]. It is known that RSM can be used to improve 
classification accuracy and also select optimal feature subsets when there are redundant 
features [69].
A t t r ib u te  B agging  (FS-fiRSM )
Attribute Bagging[15] (figure 3.5) is a combination of feature selection and random 
subspace method (RSM). It combines wrapper and RSM in order to improve accuracy 
and stability of the classifier. It ranks feature subsets by using wrapper feature selec­
tion method and then randomly selects these optimal features as input for ensemble 
classifiers.
3 .3 .2  F eatu re  S e lec tio n
F ast C o rre la tio n -B ased  F ilte r  (F C B F )
FCBF [121] algorithm is a correlation-based filter that ranks and removes irrelevant and 
redundant features by measuring Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) between feature and 
class and between feature and feature. FCBF has two stages: relevance analysis and 
redundancy analysis as shown in figure 3.7.
a) R elevance A nalysis
Irrelevant features are removed from the original features and Correlation is widely 
used to analyze relevance. In linear systems, correlation can be measured by the linear 
correlation coefficient (r)
Ei i x j  -  Xi){yj  -  Vi)
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Figure 3.7: FCBF algorithm
However, in real world applications, most systems are non-linear. We can measure the 
relationship in non-linear systems by using Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU).
(3.14)
iG(x|y) = H(%) -  H(x|y) (3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
where IG{X \Y)  is the Information Gain of X  after observing variable Y.  H{X)  and 
H{Y)  are the entropy of variable X  and y , respectively. P{xi) is the probability of
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variable X  and P{xi\yj) is the posterior probabilities of X  given the values of Y.
SU is the modified version of Information Gain that has range between 0 and 1. FCBF 
removes irrelevant features by ranking correlation (SU) between feature and class. If 
SU between feature and class equal to 1, it means that this feature is completely related 
to that class. On the other hand, if SU equal to 0, the features are irrelevant to this 
class.
b) R edundancy analysis
After ranking relevant features, FCBF eliminates redundant features from selected fea­
tures based on SU between feature and class and between feature and feature. Redun­
dant features can be defined from the meaning of predominant feature and approximate 
Markov Blanket. In Yu and Liu (2004) [121], a feature is predominant (both relevant 
and non redundant feature) if it does not have any approximate Markov blanket in the 
current set.
Approximate Markov blanket: For two relevant features Fi and Fj {i j ) ,  Fj forms an 
approximate Markov blanket for Fi if
SUj^c > SUi^c and SUi j  > SUf^c (3.18)
where SUi^c is a correlation between any feature and the Class. SUij  is a correlation 
between any pair of feature Fi and Fj {i ^  j )
Correlation-based Feature Selection (C FS).
CFS [51] is one of the well-known techniques to rank the relevance of features by mea­
suring correlation between features and classes and between features and other features.
Given number of features k and classes C, CFS defined relevance of features subset 
by using Pearson’s correlation equation
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where M e r i t s  is the relevance of feature subset, is the average linear correlation 
coefficient between these features and classes and r^k is the average linear correlation 
coefficient between different features
Normally, CFS adds (forward selection) or deletes (backward selection) one feature at 
a time, however, in this research, we used Sequential Forward Floating Search (SFFS) 
as the search direction.
S equen tia l Forw ard  F lo a tin g  S earch  (SFFS).
SFFS [91] is one of the classic heuristic searching methods. It is a variation of bidi­
rectional search and sequential forward search (SFS) that has dominant direction on 
forward search. SFFS removes features (backward elimination) after adding features 
(forward selection). The number of forward and backward steps is not fixed but dy­
namically controlled depending on the criterion of the selected subset and therefore, no 
parameter setting is required and SFFS becomes a very fast algorithm.
3.4 Experim ental Setup
3 .4 .1  D a ta se t
The datasets used in this experiment were taken from UCl machine learning repository [42]; 
HEART, HEPATITIS, DIABETES, PARKINSON, LUNG, MADELON and SECOM 
datasets and from Causality Challenge[47]: LUCAS, LUCAP, REGED and GINA 
datasets. The details of datasets are shown in Table 3.1. The missing data are re­
placed by mean and mode of that dataset. The causal datasets were chosen since they 
are high-dimension, and furthermore our ultimate goal is to apply ensemble feature 
selection to causality.
H E A R T . Heart disease dataset was contributed by Cleveland Clinic foundation has 
303 samples, 13 attributes with 138 samples presenting for heart disease class and 165 
samples for absent class.
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Table 3.1: Datasets.
Dataset Samples Features Classes Missing Values
HEART 303 13 5 Yes
DIABETES 768 8 2 No
HEPATITIS 155 19 2 Yes
PARKINSON 195 22 2 No
LUNG 32 56 3 Yes
MADELON 1300 500 2 Yes
SECOM 1567 590 2 Yes
LUCAS 2000 11 2 No
LUCAP 2000 143 2 No
REGED 500 999 2 No
GINA 1603 132 2 No
D IA B E T E S . Prim a Indians Diabetes dataset was donated by John Hopkins University 
has 768 samples, 8 numeric features with tested positive and tested negative classes.
H E P A T IT IS . Hepatitis datasetwas donated by G.Gong from Carnegie-Mellon Uni­
versity contains 155 instances, 19 attributes with live or die classes.
P A R K IN S O N . Parkinson’s disease dataset is the speech signals recorded by Max 
Little from University of Oxford collaborating with the National Centre for Voice and 
Speech, Denver, Colorado. It has 197 samples, 23 features with two classes (healthy 
and Parkinson’s patient).
L U N G . LUNG is Lung Cancer dataset from UCl machine learning repository. LUNG 
dataset is one of the small sample size problem. It has 32 samples with 56 features and 
3 classes, however, there is no attribute definitions and details.
M A D E L O N . MADELON is a high dimensional artificial dataset using in NIPS 2003 
feature selection challenge. It consists of 500 features, 4400 samples with two classes.
SE C O M . SECOM is a dataset from a SEmi-COnductor Manufacturing process. The 
purpose of the dataset is to determine the most relevant measured signal features by 
using feature selection to remove irrelevant and noisy features in order to improve
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efficiency of manufacturing process. SECOM has two classes dataset with 590 features 
and 1567 samples.
L U C A S. LUCAS (LUng CAncer Simple set) dataset is generated artificially by causal 
Bayesian networks with binary features. This dataset is modeling a medical application 
for the diagnosis, prevention and cure of lung cancer. LUCAS has 11 features with 
binary classes and 2000 samples.
L U C A P . LUCAP (LUng CAncer set with Probes) is LUCAS dataset with probes 
which are generated from noisy of subsets of the real variables. LUCAP has 143 fea­
tures, 2000 samples and binary classes.
R E C E D . REGED (REsimulationed Gene Expression Dataset) is dataset that simu­
lated model from real human lung cancer micro array gene expression data. The target 
to simulate this data is to find genes which could be responsible of lung cancer. It 
contains 500 examples with 999 features and binary classes.
C IN A . GINA (Census Is Not Adult) dataset derived from Census dataset from UCl 
Machine learning repository. The goal of dataset is to uncover the socio-economic 
factors affecting high income. It has 132 features which contains 14 original features 
and distracter features which are artificially generated features that are not causes of 
the classes, 16,033 examples and binary classes.
Due to large number of samples and limitation of computer memory during validation in 
CINA and MADELON datasets, the number of samples of both datasets are randomly 
selected and reduced from the original dataset to 1603 and 1300 samples, respectively.
3 .4 .2  E v a lu a t io n
To evaluate the feature selection process, we use four widely used classifiers: Naive- 
Bayes(NB), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and De­
cision Trees (DT). The parameters of each classifier were chosen based on the optimal 
base classifier accuracy. MLP has one hidden layer with 8 hidden nodes, learning rate 
0.2, momentum 0.3, 250 iterations and uses back-propagation algorithm with sigmoid 
transfer function. SVMs uses polynomial kernel with exponent 2 and the regulariza-
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Figure 3.8: Average accuracy for each classifier vs. FCBF threshold
tion value set to 0.7 and Decision Trees use pruned C4.5 algorithm. The number of 
classifiers in bagging is varied from 1, 5, 10, 25 to 50 classifiers. The threshold value of 
FCBF algorithm in our research is set at zero for HEART, DIABETES, PARKINSON, 
REGED, CINA, MADELON and SECOM, 0.13 for HEPATITIS, 0.14 for LUCAP and 
0.28 for LUNG dataset, respectively. The threshold setting against average accuracy 
of FGBF algorithm for each base classifier and average from four base classifiers are 
shown in figure 3.8 and 3.9 for four datasets, respectively. Eigure 3.10 presents exam­
ples of relationship between number of selected features and threshold setting of EGBF 
algorithm. Number of selected features in RSM is set at 50% of original features. The 
classifier results were validated by 10 fold cross validation with 10 repetitions for each 
experiment and evaluated by average test set accuracy. Nevertheless, it can be argued 
that the data used for tuning of parameters for supervised feature selection should not 
be used for testing as explained in [102].
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3.5 Experim ental R esult
Table 3.2 shows the average number of selected features for each algorithm and each 
dataset over 10 repetitions. Bagging without feature selection uses all original features 
while number of features in RSM and FS+RSM is set to 50%. Number of selected 
features using bootstrap feature selection (BT+FS) and using conventional feature 
selection for ensemble classifiers (FS+BT) are nearly the same except in REGED, 
MADELON and SECOM dataset.
There is no difference in the selected features in each bootstrap using Bagging (without 
feature selection) and FS+B T while selected features are different for each bootstrap 
or subspace in BT+FS, RSM and FS+RSM algorithms. BT+FS algorithm is the only 
algorithm that is different in both selected features and its number in each bootstrap.
Due to datasets in this experiment being in a high dimensional feature space, it can 
be found that using Bagging (without feature selection) and BT+FS face a computer 
memory problem in REGED, SECOM and MADELON datasets when ensemble has 
more than 10 classifiers.
Table 3.2: Average number of selected features of each algo­
rithm  from 10 repetitions
Dataset Feature Average number of selected features
Selection Bagging FS+BT BT+FS RSM FS+RSM
Original 13.0 - - 7.0 -
HEART FCBF - 6.0 5.5 - 3.0
CFS - 9.0 7.5 - 5.0
Original 19.0 - - 10.0 -
HEPATITIS FCBF - 3.0 4.2 - 2.0
CFS - 10.0 7.4 - 5.0
Original 8.0 - - 4.0 -
DIABETES FCBF - 4.0 3.9 - 2.0
CFS - 4.0 4.6 - 2.0
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Table 3.2: Average number of selected features of each algo­
rithm  from 10 repetitions
Dataset Feature Average number of selected features
Selection Bagging FS+BT BT+FS RSM FS+RSM
Original 23.0 - - 11.0 -
PARKINSON FCBF - 5.0 4.7 - 3.0
CFS - 10.0 8.0 - 5.0
Original 11.0 - - 6.0 -
LUCAS FCBF - 3.0 3.0 - 2.0
CFS - 3.0 3.4 - 2.0
Original 143.0 - - 72.0 -
LUCAP FCBF - 7.0 7.6 - 4.0
CFS - 36.0 33.8 - 18.0
Original 999.0 - - 500.0 -
RECED FCBF - 18.0 28.7 - 9.0
CFS - 18.0 27.6 - 9.0
Original 132.0 - - 66.0 -
CINA FCBF - 11.0 9.9 - 6.0
CFS - 17.0 17.3 - 9.0
Original 56.0 - - 28.0 -
LUNC FCBF - 2.0 3.0 - 1.0
CFS - 11.0 8.9 - 6.0
Original 500.0 - - 250.0 -
MADELON FCBF - 4.0 21.2 2.0
CFS - 9.0 37.0 - . 5.0
Original 590.0 - - 295.0 -
SECOM FCBF 9.0 18.8 - 5.0
CFS - 17.0 32.2 - 9.0
Average features 226.7 9.8 13.6 113.5 5.2
Different features N N Y Y Y
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Table 3.2: Average number of selected features of each algo­
rithm  from 10 repetitions
Dataset Feature
Selection
Average number of selected features
Bagging FS+BT BT+FS RSM FS+RSM
for each bootstrap?
Different number of 
feature for each bootstrap?
N N Y N N
Figure 3.11 presents the average accuracy for each classifier over all eleven datasets 
(missing values in REGED, SECOM and MADELON datasets with Bagging and BT+FS 
are taken over from their average over 1-10 classifiers). The legend in figure 3.11 is 
shown in figure 3.12. Figure 3.12 shows the average accuracy from eleven datasets and 
four classifier algorithms. Y-axis presents the average percent accuracy of the four base 
classifiers and X-axis shows the number of ensembles.
Prom figure 3.11, MLP, SVM and DT provide average accuracy from 76.9-81.9, 76.1-
80.6 and 76.8-81.6%, respectively, while NB has lower average accuracy 75.5-78.5% 
with feature selection and only 68.4-70.2% without feature selection). In figure 3.12, 
the ensemble algorithms with feature selection (FS+RSM, FS+BT, BT+FS perform 
better than algorithms without using feature selection (Bagging, RSM).
Figure 3.13 compares average accuracy between feature selection using FCBF, CFS 
algorithm (with feature selection) and compared with Bagging and RSM (without fea­
ture selection). According to figure 3.13, CFS performs better than FCBF, Bagging 
and RSM, respectively. Moreover, average performances using Bagging and RSM are 
very similar.
Figure 3.14, presents average accuracy from all feature selection algorithms including 
original features. Bagging, RSM for each classifier category. Ensemble MLP and DT 
provide the best average accuracy followed by ensemble SVM and NB, respectively.
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Figure 3.11; Average percent accuracy of eleven datasets for each classifier (Legend is 
shown in Figure 3.12)
Furthermore, single classifier provides better average accuracy than single bootstrap 
or single RSM, however, as the number of classifiers is increased, ensemble classifiers 
provide better average accuracy than a single classifier.
Table 3.3 and 3.4 present average accuracy and standard deviation with 10 classifiers 
for each type of classifier of CINA and REGED datasets, respectively. Table 3.5 and
3.6 presents an example of the T-statistic test (T-Test) for CINA dataset using 10 
Decision Trees (DT) classifiers and REGED dataset using 10 NaiveBayes(NB) classifiers, 
respectively (the number of significant wins of column compared to row). According to 
the tables, ensemble classifiers using FS+BT, BT+FS and FS+RSM (both CFS and 
FCBF) significantly improve average accuracy compared to other algorithms including 
using a single classifier.
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Figure 3.12: Average percent accuracy of eleven datasets and four classifiers
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Figure 3.13: Average percent accuracy between FCBF, CFS, Bagging and RSM.
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Figure 3.14; Average percent accuracy for each classifier algorithm
3.6 Discussion
Using bootstrapping (BT) before FS (BT+FS), the number of selected features will 
be different depending on the dataset. However, if BT is used after FS (FS+BT), the 
selected features and number of features are not changed but contains different samples. 
In RSM, the number of selected features is dependent on the percentage setting of its 
original features.
Ensemble using Bagging provides better accuracy compared to single classifier, however, 
it has lower accuracy than the other algorithms with feature selection. W ithout feature 
selection, irrelevant and redundant features are possibly selected and may cause over­
fitting. Moreover, Bagging also faces computer memory problem in high dimensional 
data.
Using RSM might not always be a good technique in high dimensional spaces because 
optimal features (strongly relevant and weakly relevant features without redundant
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Table 3.3: Average accuracy and standard deviation of CINA dataset with 10 classifiers.
Method Feature
Selection
Classifier
NB MLP SVM DT
Original - 90.85+2.02 92.25+1.98 91.64+2.19 92.51+2.20
FS+BT CFS 89.61+1.91 92.43+2.08 92.48+2.05 93.48+1.88
FCBF 80.47+2.50 91.93+1.94 91.33+2.13 93.25+1.88
BT+FS CFS 89.59+1.91 92.50+2.00 92.50+2.07 93.41+1.95
FCBF 80.46+2.60 92.23+1.97 91.62+1.95 93.41+1.95
RSM - 90.81+2.06 92.81+2.05 92.61+2.02 92.96+1.95
FS+RSM CFS 89.94+2.21 92.41+2.11 91.48+2.25 92.69+2.08
FCBF 79.03+2.72 91.19+2.50 85.38+4.50 91.98+2.36
features[121]) might not be selected while irrelevant and redundant features may be 
selected during the random subspace process.
Bootstrap feature selection (BT+FS) provides better accuracy than Bagging and RSM. 
It reduces possibility of keeping redundant features with respect to irrelevant features 
that might be already eliminated in the feature selection. Bootstrapping data before 
selecting features increases diversity of selecting subset while reducing error correlation 
and improving generalisation performance. However, BT+FS has a drawback in its 
complexity because it has to perform feature selection for each bootstrap replicate 
individually. Moreover, according to table 3.2, BT+FS algorithm is the only algorithm 
that is different in both selected features and number of selected features for each 
bootstrap, which degrades its performance by its diversity. If diversity is increased, 
the average percent accuracy is decreased because there is a trade-off between accuracy 
and diversity [114].
Conventional Feature selection for ensemble classifier and Attribute Bagging provide 
good accuracy for small sample size problems. Both algorithms use feature selection 
before randomly selecting samples or features and only optimal features will be selected. 
However, FS+RSM possibly selects too few features compared to its original number 
because of double elimination by both feature selection and RSM as shown in table 3.2 
(LUNG and MADELON datasets, FCBF algorithm).
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Table 3.4: Average accuracy and standard deviation of REGED dataset with 10 clas­
sifiers.
Method Feature
Selection
Classifier
NB MLP SVM DT
Original - 75.84+6.58 97.18+2.19 96.28+2.49 97.26+2.14
FS+BT CFS 99.20+1.17 99.36+1.13 97.90+1.94 97.76+1.89
FCBF 99.26+1.12 99.30+1.11 97.84+1.98 97.64+1.98
BT+FS CFS 98.14+1.85 99.28+1.16 99.26+1.26 97.76+1.91
FCBF 97.94+1.87 99.24+1.30 99.14+1.25 97.72+2.05
RSM - 73.46+7.09 97.40+2.19 96.08+2.41 97.68+1.92
FS+RSM CFS 97.82+2.07 99.00+1.44 98.62+1.65 98.36+1.67
FCBF 97.96+2.09 99.18+1.18 98.52+1.67 98.60+1.57
Combination of CFS and SFFS benefits from parameter setting because no parameter 
needs to be tuned. Parameter adjustment from CFS+SFFS is not required due to 
fioating search being dynamically controlled as explained in section 3.3.2. On the other 
hand, FCBF requires a threshold setting from the dataset before eliminating irrelevant 
and redundant features. Basically, the FCBF threshold value is fixed and might not 
be appropriate for every bootstrap data or subsample features in ensemble classifiers. 
The result of this fixed threshold for FCBF is lower accuracy than CFS+SFFS.
According to the experimental results, ensemble classifiers with feature selection out­
perform ensembles without feature selection (Bagging and RSM). Nevertheless, both 
ensemble classifiers and feature selection mutually improve system accuracy. A stable 
base classifier such as SVM or Naive Bayes might not provide significant improvement 
on accuracy, however, an unstable base classifier such as Neural Network or Decision 
Tree, significantly improves accuracy. Similarly, feature selection not only increases 
accuracy but also reduces complexity and computational time.
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Table 3.5: Example of T-statistic test for ten ensemble DT classifiers of CINA dataset 
(aboriginal*, b=Bagging, c=FS+BT(FCBF)*, d=FS+BT(CFS)*, e=FS+BT(FCBF), 
f=FS+BT(CFS), g=BT+FS(FCBF), h=BT+FS(CFS), i=RSM, j=FS+RSM (FCBF), 
k=FS+RSM (CFS))
Algorithm a b c d e f g h i j k
a - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
b 0 - 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
c 0 1 - 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
d 0 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
e 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 0 0 0
f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
g 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 - 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 - 0 0
j 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1
k 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 -
total 0 5 4 2 7 10 9 8 6 1 3
Note: 1 =  column did score significant win with regard to row 
0 =  column did not score significant win with regard to row 
* =  single classifier
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Table 3.6: Example of T-statistic test for ten ensemble NB classifiers of REGED dataset 
(a=Original*, b=Baggmg, c=FS+BT(FCBF)*, d=FS+BT(CFS)*, e=FS+BT(FCBF), 
f=FS+BT(CFS), g=BT+FS(FCBF), h=BT+FS(CFS), i=RSM, j=FS+RSM (FCBF), 
k=FS+RSM (CFS))
Algorithm a b c d e f g h i j k
a - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
b 0 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
c 0 0 - 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
d 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
e 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 0
f 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 0 1 0
g 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1
j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 0
k 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 -
total 1 2 3 3 6 7 8 10 0 9 3
Note: 1 =  column did score significant win with regard to row 
0 =  column did not score significant win with regard to row 
* =  single classifier
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3.7 Conclusion
Empirical analysis using combination of bootstrap sample and random subspace with 
ensemble classifiers in small sample size problems is presented. According to the exper­
imental result, Attribute Bagging (FS+RSM), conventional feature selection (FS+BT) 
and Bootstrap feature selection (BT+FS) provide better average accuracy for ensem­
ble classifiers than algorithms that do not use feature selection (Bagging and RSM). 
Combination of feature selection and ensemble classification mutually improves system 
accuracy in higher dimensional feature spaces. Next chapter, we will rank features and 
eliminate irrelevant features for ensemble MLP classifiers.
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Chapter 4
Em bedded Feature R anking for 
ensem ble M LP classifiers
Prom the previous chapter, combination of feature selection and ensemble classifier is 
analysed in order to improve classifier’s accuracy. In this chapter, a feature ranking 
scheme for MLP ensembles is proposed to deal with small sample size problem incorpo­
rating a stopping criterion based on Out-of-Bootstrap (GOB) estimation. Experimental 
results on UCl and Causal datasets present the ability of ensemble MLP base classifiers 
in removing irrelevant features.
4.1 Introduction
In high dimensional feature spaces, many features are possibly irrelevant or redundant 
and should be removed in order to ensure good generalization performance. Otherwise, 
the classifier may over-fit the data, that is the classifier may specialise on features which 
are not relevant for discrimination. Moreover, it is very important to reduce the number 
of features for small sample size problems where the number of samples (patterns) is 
less than or of comparable size to the number of features [101].
Basically, there are two possible methods to reduce dimensionality; feature extraction 
and feature selection and the advantages of feature selection are explained in section
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1.2 . The main objective of feature selection is to find a feature subset such that an 
induction algorithm that is run on data containing only those features generates a 
classifier that has optimal generalization performance.
Most previous research on feature selection has focused on single classifiers, however, the 
main issue in this chapter is addressed to ensembles of Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP). 
The extension of feature selection to ensemble classifiers is not straightforward because 
there is a trade-off between accuracy and diversity [114]. The trade-off has long been 
recognised, and arises because diversity must decrease as base classifiers approach the 
highest level of accuracy. There is no consensus on the best way to measure ensemble 
diversity, and the relationship between irrelevant, redundant features and diversity is 
not known [114].
W ith tens of features in the original set, feature selection using an exhaustive search 
is prohibitive. Since the problem is known to be NP-Hard [63], a greedy search is 
required, and filter, wrapper, embedded and hybrid approaches have been developed 
[49],[121],[99],[36]. The advantage of an embedded method is that feature selection is 
inherent in the classifier itself, has the ability to scale up to deal with a large number 
of features and there is no reliance upon a measure that is independent of the classifier. 
However, unlike filter and wrapper and hybrid approaches that stop eliminating features 
when reaching a stopping criterion, it is very difficult to define when to stop removing 
irrelevant features for embedded methods. In this chapter, we propose an embedded 
feature ranking technique based on weights of MLP classifier (rfe-nn).
Prom [113], Wang et.al. found that MLP weights in a single classifier are not suitable for 
identifying relevant features. However, in this chapter it is shown that ensemble MLP 
weights, when combined with Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE), are effective for 
eliminating irrelevant features which is the main contribution of this chapter. Moreover, 
determining when to stop eliminating features is another important issue for RFE. In 
section 4.1.3, the ensemble out-of-bootstrap(OOB) estimation is also proposed to use 
as stopping criterion.
The chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, two feature ranking 
strategies are described. RFE is applied to two weight ranking strategies MLP and
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SVM. Stopping criterion from eliminating features using OOB estimation for optimal 
feature selection is explained in section 4.1.3. Section 4.2 presents experimental setup 
and datasets. The experimental results in section 4.3 show the effectiveness of the 
embedded feature ranking method for two-class problems. Finally, discussion and con­
clusions are analysed and summarised in section 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
4.1.1 Feature R anking
Even for a single classifier, issues in feature selection can be complex, and feature 
relevance, redundancy and irrelevance have been explicitly addressed in many papers 
[1], [6], [59], [75], [120], [121]. Definitions of relevance and redundancy can be found in 
[63], in which it is shown that it is possible to think up examples for which two features 
may appear irrelevant by themselves but be relevant when considered together. In 
the context of ensembles there is the additional complication tha t adding redundant 
features can provide the desirable effect of noise reduction.
In [50], feature ranking using single support vector machine classiffer (SVM) for gene 
selection for cancer classiffcation problem was shown to give excellent results when 
combined with Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE).
RFE operates recursively as follows:
1) Rank the features according to a suitable feature-ranking method
2) Identify and remove the r  least ranked features
Basically, r is usually greater than or equal to 2 which produces a feature subset ranking. 
RFE is multi-dimensional and only requires that, at each recursion, the least ranked 
subset does not contain a strongly relevant feature.
The assumption is made in this paper that all feature-ranking strategies use the training 
set for computing ranking criterion. RFE can use any suitable feature ranking strategy 
and, in this chapter, RFE is used with two weight ranking strategies MLP and SVM, 
described in Section 4.1.2.
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4.1 .2  R anking by M LP W eights (rfe-nn) and SV M  W eights (rfe-svm )
Feature selection using MLP weights was recently experimentally investigated in [98], 
but the emphasis was on retraining a single classifier, after each feature reduction. 
In contrast, we use ensemble feature ranking by MLP weights combined with RFE 
(rfe-nn). The output O of a single output single hidden-layer MLP, assuming sigmoid 
activation function S  is given by
o  = (4-1)
q p
where p, q are the input and hidden node indices, Xp is input feature, is the first 
layer weight matrix and is the output weight vector. In [101], a local feature 
selection gain Wp is derived from (4.1).
=  (4-2)
Q
The weight Wp in (4.2) is the sum over hidden nodes of the product of two weights 
connected via each hidden node to the feature, but has been found in general not to 
give a reliable feature-ranking [113]. However, when used with RFE it is only required 
to find the least relevant features. The ranking using product of weights in (4.2) is 
performed once for each MLP base classifier. Then individual rankings are summed for 
each feature, giving an overall ranking, which is used for eliminating the set of least 
relevant features at each recursive step. The overall structure of the proposed ensemble 
rfe-nn is presented in figure 4.1 and the algorithm detail for ensemble rfe-nn is shown 
in Appendix B.
For a support vector machine classifier (SVM), the weights of the decision function 
are based on a small subset of patterns, the support vectors. In this chapter, RFE 
incorporates linear SVM (rfe-svm) in which linear decision function consists of the 
support vector weights, that is the weights that have not been driven to zero [50].
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Figure 4.1: ensemble rfe-nn 
4 .1 .3  S to p p in g  cr iter ion  b ased  on  O u t-o f-B o o tstra p (O O B ) e s t im a te .
In this chapter, a simple parallel Multiple System (MCS) architecture with homoge­
neous MLP base classifier is being used as shown in figure 4.1. Bootstrapping is applied 
to each base classifier in the ensemble. If fi training samples are randomly selected with 
replacement from original samples, approximately (1 — l//i)^  =  1/e =  36.8% are not 
seen and in the Out-of-Bootstrap (OOB) set. Let B be the set of classifiers, Oj the set 
of OOB samples for classifier (j = 1...6) and Ei{A) the error estimate for ensemble 
applied to pattern over classifier subset A  for which A Ç B. The base clas­
sifier OOB error estim ate(B(700Bj) is computed over patterns in Oj and should be 
distinguished from the ensemble classifier OOB error estimate(BC'OOB).
ECOOB -  ^  j E B, 2 E Oj) (4.3)
i=l
where Ei is 0 if majority vote agrees with target class w%, otherwise 1. In (4.3) all 
training samples contribute to the ECOOB  estimate, but the only participating clas-
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sifiers for each sample are those that have not been used with that sample for training 
(approximately thirty-seven percent of the classifiers).
4.2 Experim ental Setup
4 .2 .1  D a ta se t
The details of HEPATITIS, DIABETES, PARKINSON and LUCAS dataset is ex­
plained in section 3.4.1. The description of the other five datasets used in this chapter 
are as follows:
H E A R T S  (Statlog Heart disease dataset) contains 13 features with 270 samples for 
two classes (absence or presence of heart disease).
B R E A S T  (Breast cancer dataset) was obtained from the University of Wisconsin Hos­
pitals. Breast dataset has 699 samples, 9 features with 2 severity predictions (Benign 
and Malignant).
T H Y R O ID  (Thyroid disease dataset) The dataset was supplied by the Caravan Insti­
tu te and J. Ross Quinlan, New South Wales Institute, Sydney, Australia. It has 3372 
samples, 29 features with 2 classes (sick and negative).
M  A M M O  G R A P H IC  (Mammographie dataset) is a method for breast cancer screen­
ing. The dataset can be used to predict the severity (benign or malignant) of breast 
cancer and it contains 961 samples and 6 features.
L IV E R  (BUPA liver disorders) LIVER dataset from BUPA Medical Research Ltd. 
has 345 samples, 6 features from drink and blood tests with 2 classes.
4 .2 .2  E va lu ation
1 )  Optimal param eter selection
All experiments in this chapter use random training/testing split. The initial experi­
ment used 20/80 training/testing split with one hundred base MLP classifiers to de­
termine generalisation performance. Number of hidden nodes and number of epochs of
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Table 4.1: Datasets.
Dataset Samples Features Classes Missing Values
HEARTS 270 13 2 Yes
HEPATITIS 155 19 2 Yes
DIABETES 768 8 2 No
PARKINSON 195 22 2 No
BREAST 699 9 2 No
THYROID 3372 29 2 No
MAMMOGRAPHIC 961 6 2 Yes
LIVER 345 6 2 No
LUCAS 2000 11 2 No
MLP base classifier are systematically varied. Each node and epoch combination is re­
peated 10 times with the same number of nodes and epochs used for each ensemble MLP 
and the results are reported as average over 10 runs. All other parameters of the base 
classifier MLP are fixed at the same values over all runs. The number of hidden nodes is 
varied over 2-16 and number of training epochs over 1-69 (log-scale). Random perturba­
tion of the MLP base classifier is caused by different starting weights on each run, com­
bined with bootstrapped training patterns (100 percent). The experiment is performed 
with one hundred single hidden-layer MLP base classifiers using Levenberg-Marquardt 
training algorithm with default parameters (pinit =  0.001,pdec =  0.1,pinc =  10).
2J Optimal feature selection
Experiments on two-class datasets compare the feature ranking schemes described in 
Section 4.1.1. The purpose is to demonstrate the effectiveness of rfe-nn given in 4.1.2 for 
removing irrelevant features. Natural benchmark datasets are shown in Table 4.1. Noisy 
(mean 0 std 1) features are added after normalisation so that each dataset has a total of 
one hundred features. The experiments are performed with one hundred single hidden- 
layer MLP base classifiers, using the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm with 
default parameters. The random train /test split is [20/80, 10/90, 5/95]. The reason 
for using few patterns for training is to determine the small sample size performance. 
For MLP, the number of nodes and epochs is selected as an optimal choice on average
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Average test error rate from 9 datasets (ECTE rfe-nn)
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Figure 4.2: Average ensemble MLP classifier test error rate (ECTE) from varying nodes 
and epochs
over two-class (8 nodes with 7 epochs). Experiments are repeated twenty times and 
averaged, and we denote Ensemble and Base classifier test error by ECTE and BCTE 
respectively. Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM) with polynomial kernel has a 
hundred bootstrap replicates and repeated twenty times. The recursive step size for 
RFE is chosen using a logarithmic scale to start at 100 and finish at 2 features for both 
MLP and SVM classifiers.
4.3 Experim ental Result
Figure 4.2 presents the average ensemble MLP classifier test error rate (ECTE) for 
varying number of nodes and epochs using 20/80 training/testing split to define optimal 
parameter selection over nine datasets. According to this initial experiment, 2 hidden 
nodes at 43 epochs provide the lowest average error rate. However, it is not suitable for 
all datasets and therefore, 8 hidden nodes and 7 epochs is chosen as optimal parameters 
on average.
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Figure 4.3: BCTE MLP
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Figure 4.5: BCTE SVM
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Figure 4.6: ECTE SVM
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Average test error rate from nine datasets without RFE
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Figure 4.7: ECTE MLP without RFE
Average test error rate from nine datasets without bootstrapping data
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Figure 4.8: ECTE MLP without bootstraping
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Figure 4.9: Mean test error rates, BCOOB and ECOOB for rfe-nn over 2-class dataset 
for 8 hidden nodes with 20/80, 10/90 and 5/95 train /test split[116]
Figure 4.3-4.6 show linear rfe-nn and rfe-svm mean test error rates over all nine datasets 
for both base (BCTE) and ensemble (ECTE) classifiers. As percentage of training split 
reduces from 20 to 10 and 5%, the average test error rates are increased respectively.
Figure 4.3-4.4 present average test error using rfe-nn for base and ensemble classifiers, 
respectively. Figure 4.3 shows that minimum base classifier test error is achieved with 
27 features for 10/90 and 5/95 training/testing split and with 5 features for 20/80 
training/testing split compared with 3 features (10/90) and 2 features (20/80 and 
5/95) for ensemble classifiers in figure 4.4. Similarly, figure 4.5-4.6 present average 
test error using rfe-svm for base and ensemble classifiers, respectively. Minimum base 
classifier test error in figure 4.5 is achieved with 27 features (10/90, 5/95) and 5 features 
(20/80) while minimum ensembles classifier test error in figure 4.6 is at 11 features for 
all training/testing splits.
The experiment was repeated without applying RFE (rfe-nn, 8 hidden nodes, 7 epochs 
and average 10 times), in which the feature ordering is not applied for each feature 
reduction (randomly remove features). The difference in test error rates between base
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and ensemble classifiers are shown in figure 4.7. It can be seen that without RFE, the 
test error rates are increased as number of features is eliminated.
To determine effect of the reduced sample size, the RFE experiment was repeated with­
out bootstrapping with the result shown in figure 4.8 (rfe-nn, 8 hidden nodes, 7 epochs 
with 20 times repetition). The mean best error rate from ensemble rfe-nn without 
bootstrapping was 23.19 ±  0.00% compared with 23.73 ±  4.16% with bootstrapping. 
The statistical validity of the results including class separability, pair-wise diversity, 
Bias and Variance are shown in the figure F.17 and F.18 in Appendix F, respectively
Figure 4.9 presents average result for rfe-nn over 2-class dataset 8 hidden nodes with 
20/80, 10/90 and 5/95 tra in /test split [116]. According to the graphs, BCOOB and 
ECOOB can be considered as good predictors of the optimal number of features. It 
may be also seen from figure 4.9 that the ECOOB estimate provides a reliable indication 
of optimal number of features down to 5 classifiers.
4.4 D iscussion
From figure 4.3 and 4.5, MLP and SVM weights in single classifiers are not suitable for 
identifying relevant features [113] in contrast to the results from figure 4.4 and 4.6 in 
which RFE consistently improves test error rate of feature ranking for both ensemble 
rfe-nn and rfe-svm.
The experiment was repeated without applying RFE and randomly reducing number 
of features as shown in figure 4.7. According to figure 4.7, as the number of features 
decreases, average test error rate increases. The reason might be because the initial 
hundred features contains optimal features (strong relevant and weak relevant without 
redundant features), however, without feature ranking, optimal features are eliminated, 
leaving only redundant and irrelevant features that increase error rate.
In figure 4.8, rfe-nn without bootstrapping provides slightly better result than with 
bootstrapping (only 0.538% different from each minimum test error rate). A potential 
problem with bootstrapping is that each base classifier sees only approximately two- 
thirds of training patterns. Moreover, it can be seen from figure 4.9 that ECOOB can
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predict optimal performance of feature selection and can be used as stopping criterion 
for Recursive Feature Elimination.
4.5 Conclusion
Although Ensemble Classifiers have become a well-known and established methodology 
for improving classification performance, there are still design issues that are active top­
ics of research. These issues are important no m atter what individual or base classifier is 
chosen, but in this chapter design issues for MLP ensembles are addressed. An embed­
ded feature ranking strategy based on MLP weights combined with Recursive Feature 
Elimination (RFE) along with stopping criterion based on Out-of-Bootstrap (OOB) es­
timate is proposed and the techniques work well for two-class problems.
The next chapter will experiment with ensemble causal feature selection using Bag­
ging and RSM compared to its causal ground tru th  structure in order to deal with 
redundancy feature selection.
Chapter 5
R edundancy based Ensem ble  
Causal Feature Selection
Feature selection and causal discovery mutually benefit each other. Feature selection 
reduces complexity in causal discovery and causal discovery can provide some benefits 
for feature selection under uncertainty conditions such as when testing distribution is 
shifted by manipulation from an external agent. However, feature selection does not 
usually take causal discovery into account and moreover, there has been little previ­
ous research in the context of ensemble causal feature selection. In this chapter, we 
implement causal discovery in the context of redundancy based ensemble feature se­
lection. Two well-known casual discovery algorithm: PC and TPDA are investigated 
for Bagging and RSM ensemble causal feature selection and experimentally compared 
with their sensitivity, specificity, distance and number of remaining redundant connec­
tions. The main objective of this chapter is to determine if Bootstrap and RSM can be 
combined with causal feature selection to remove redundant features.
5.1 Introduction
Redundant features, especially in high dimensional feature spaces with small sample 
size lead to degradation in accuracy and efficiency. To solve this problem, ensemble 
causal feature selection using Bagging and Random Subspace Method (RSM) combined
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with well-known causal discovery algorithms; PC and TPDA is proposed. The results 
are compared with ground tru th  of causal graph and evaluated by sensitivity, specificity, 
distance and number of remaining redundant edges.
The structure of this chapter is presented as the following: literature review is briefly 
described in section 5.2. Section 5.3 explains theoretical approach of causal feature 
selection and ensemble causal graph structure. In section 5.4, the dataset and evalua­
tion procedure of the experiment are described. Experimental results are presented in 
section 5.5 and discussed in section 5.6. Finally, conclusion is summarised in section 
5.7.
5.2 Literature review
In the past few years, learning Bayesian Networks (BN) from observation data has 
received increasing attention from researchers for many applications such as decision 
support system, information retrieval, natural language processing, feature selection 
and gene expression data analysis [110],[112].
The category of BN can be divided into three approaches: Search-and-Score, Constraint- 
Based and Hybrid approaches [110],[112]. In Search-and-Score approach, BN search all 
possible structures to find the one that provides the maximum score.
The second approach, Constraint-Based, uses test of conditional dependencies and in­
dependencies from the data by estimation using statistic test or mutual informa­
tion, etc. This approach defines structure and orientation from results of the tests 
based on some assumptions that these tests are accurate. Finally, Hybrid approach 
uses Constraint-Based approach for conditional independence test (Cl test) and then 
identifies the network that maximizes a scoring function by using Search-and-Score 
approach [112].
Constraint-Based algorithms are computationally effective and suitable for high dimen­
sional feature spaces. PC algorithm [104], is a pioneer, prototype and well-known global 
algorithm of Constraint-Based approach for causal discovery. Three Phase Dependency
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Analysis (TPDA or Power Constructor) [21] is another global Constraint-Based algo­
rithm  that uses mutual information to search and test for Cl test instead of using 
Statistics test as in PC algorithm. However, both PC and TPDA algorithm use global 
search to learn from the complete network that can not scale up to more than few hun­
dred features (they can deal with 100 and 255 features for PC and TPDA, respectively) 
[108]. Sparse Candidate algorithm (SC) [45] is one of the prototype BN algorithm that 
can deal with several hundreds of features by using locally candidate set. Nevertheless, 
SC algorithm has some disadvantages, it may not identify true set of parents and users 
have to find appropriate k parameter of SC algorithm by themselves [110].
In the context of ensemble causal discovery, there has been little previous research. 
Ensemble Minimum Message Length (MML) causal discovery [27] using Bagging has 
been proposed in 2004, the ensemble results providing better accuracy than using single 
causal learner. However, the one drawback is that the time complexity is increased. 
In 2005, Jing et al. [58] presented ensemble Bayesian Network using Boosting for 
ensemble causal structure. Root Nodes Based Sampling (RNS) [76], [77] based on 
Markov condition of Bayesian Learning has been proposed in 2007 which provides 
better accuracy than Bagging.
Nevertheless, in causal discovery, there are some disadvantages for BN learning using 
Bagging. Bootstrap method can add many extra edges in graphical model due to more 
complexity especially in high dimensional features with limited dataset [76]. Moreover, 
distribution from bootstrap dataset may not satisfy Markov Blanket condition and 
faithfulness condition [77].
5.3 Theoretical Approach
5.3.1 Causal Feature Selection
In this chapter, two well-know casual discovery algorithm: PC and TPDA are used as 
causal feature selection.
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P C  Algorithm
PC algorithm [104],[48] is the prototype of constraint-based algorithm. It consists of 
two phases: Edge Detection and Edge Orientation.
Edge Detection: the algorithm determines directed edge (skeleton) by using condition­
ally independent condition. The algorithm starts with:
i) Undirected edge with fully connected graph.
ii) Remove a share direct edge between A and B {A — B) iff there is a subset F of
features that can present conditional independence (A, B jF).
Edge Orientation: The algorithm discovers V-Structure collider A  — B  — C in which 
A  — C is missing. The output of edge orientation is a directed graph.
i) If there are direct edges between A  — B  and B  — C  but not A — C, then orient edge
A  B  <- C  until no more possible orientation.
ii) If there is a path A ^  B  — C  and A — G is missing, then A  ^  B  C .
iii) If there is orientation A B  C  and A — G then orient A —>• G.
Three Phase D ependency A nalysis A lgorithm  (T PD A )
TPDA or PowerConstructor algorithm [21] has three phases: drafting, thickening and 
thinning phases.
Drafting phase: mutual information of each pair of nodes is calculated and used to 
create a graph without loop.
Thickening phase: edge will be added when that pair of nodes can not be d-separated. 
(node A and B are d-separated by node C iff node C blocks every path from node A to 
node B [110].) The output of this phase is called an independence map {I-map).
Thinning phase: The edge of I-map will be removed in thinning phase, if two nodes of 
the edge can be d-separated and the final output is defined as a perfect map [21].
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram for Bagging and RSM Causal Feature Selection 
5 .3 .2  E n s e m b le  C a u s a l  G r a p h  S t r u c tu r e
In our experiment, two well-known ensemble classifier algorithms, Bagging and Random 
Subspace method, are used for randomising causal graph structure and combining their 
final causal graph structure with majority vote as shown in Figure 5.1.
Bagging causal feature selection.
Bagging[10] uses Bootstrap that randomly samples with replacement and combines 
with majority vote.
1) Bootstrap original dataset.
o Input
-  training set of original dataset {/!}
— Number of bootstrap replicates (m) and percentage setting of each bootstrap 
from original data
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o O utput
-  Bootstrap replicates =  {a i,a 2 , ...,ajn} E  {A}
Ensemble Causal Discovery.
Find causal graph from each bootstrap and ensemble output using majority vote.
o Input
-  Bootstrap replicates = {o-i,U2, • • • , E  { A }  
o O utput
-  Causal output matrix from each bootstrap replicates =  {&i, ^2, - , &m}-
-  Final Bagging causal graph {C}.
The following example shows how Bagging causal feature selection works.
Supposed the original dataset is A
2 0 0 2 2
1 1 0  1 1
2 0 1 2 2 (5.1)
1 0 0 2 2
0 1 0  0 1
If bootstrap samples from A are 01, 02, 03. and supposed selected rows for each boot­
strap are oi — 1,3,5, 02 =  2,3,4, and 03 =  4,1,5.
Oi
2 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 2 2
2 0 0 2 2 02  = 2 0 1 2 2 «3 = 2 0 0 2 2
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 1
(5.2)
And if output causal graphs for each bootstrap from any chosen causal algorithm are
51,62,63-
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bi =
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 62  = 1 1 0 0 0 63  = 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
(5.3)
where each row and column is features of dataset, ” 1” means row i is a parent of column 
j and ”0” implies that there is no connection between row i and column j.
Then, the final bagging causal graph using majority vote is C.
0 0 1 0  1 
1 0  1 1 0  
C =  1 1 0  0 1 (5.4)
0 1 0  0 1 
1 1 1 0  0
R S M  causal fe a tu re  selection .
RSM [55] is one of well-known methods for ensemble classifiers by using random subset 
from original features without replacement.
1) Random Subspace dataset 
o In p u t
— training set of original dataset {A}.
— Number of random subspace matrix (n) and percentage setting of each ran­
dom subspace from original data.
o O u tp u t
— Random Subspace Matrix {Ri=i;m} =  { n , r 2, -■■,'f'n} E {A}.
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2) Ensemble Causal Discovery
Find final causal graph from each RSM causal output matrix and ensemble output 
using majority vote.
o In p u t
— Random Subspace Matrix {Ri=i:m} = {^,^*2, E {A}
o O u tp u t
— Causal output matrix from each Random Subspace Matrix =  
{ w i , W 2 , . . . , W n } .
— Reconstruction output matrix ...,%/»} between initial ma­
trix and each of RSM causal output matrix
— Final RSM causal graph ( Z j .
The following example presents the procedure of RSM causal feature selection.
If random subspace features from dataset A  are r i , r 2, r 3.
n  =
2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
2 1 2 V2 = 0 1 2 T3 = 2 0 1
1 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
(5.5)
where random selected columns of r i  =  [1 3 5], r 2 =  [2 3 4] and r 3 =  [1 2 3]. 
If output causal graph for each RSM are wi,W 2 ,W3 .
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
W i  = 1 0 1 W 2 = 1 0 0 W 3 = 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
(5.6)
Then, the final output for each RSM causal feature selection are y \ ,y 2 and y3 .
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yi
0 - 1 -  0 0 1 1 -  -
- -  - -  0 0 1 - 0 0 1 -  -
1 - 0 -  1 V2  = -  1 0 0 - y 3  = 1 0 0 -  -
-  1 1 0 -
1 - 1 -  0 —  — — —  — — — —  —  —
(5.7)
where each row and column is features of dataset, ” 1” means row i is a parent of column 
j and ”0” implies that there is no connection between row i and column j.
Then, the ensemble RSM causal graph using majority vote is Z.
0 1 1 - 0  
0 0 0 1 -
1 0 0 0 -
-  1
1 -
0
(5.8)
5.4 Experim ental Setup
5 .4 .1  D a ta se t
To improve accuracy in causal graph structure, knowing ground tru th  of causal graph 
is required. The datasets used in this experiment are ALARM, LUCAS and LUCAP 
datasets. ALARM dataset [19] is a standard benchmark dataset for causal discovery 
and LUCAS and LUCAP datasets are from Causality Challenge [47]. Although the 
main objective of this chapter is focused on redundancy analysis, removing irrelevant 
features on relevance analysis is also investigated by using LUCAP dataset. The details 
of datasets are shown in Table 5.1.
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A L A R M  d a ta se t
A Logical Alarm Reduction Mechanism (ALARM) [19] dataset as shown in Figure 5.2 
is a dataset used for medical diagnostic for patient monitoring. There are 37 features 
which consist of 8 diagnoses, 16 findings and 13 intermediate features. There are no 
redundant and irrelevant features in this dataset.
L U C A S d a ta s e t
(LUng CAncer Simple set) dataset is generated artificially by causal Bayesian networks 
with binary features. This dataset is modeling a medical application for the diagnosis, 
prevention and cure of lung cancer. LUCAS has 11 features with binary classes and 2000 
samples. According to Figure 5.3, feature number 7 “Born an Even day” is considered 
as irrelevant feature.
A L A R M  d a ta s e t  w ith  re d u n d a n t fea tu res  (A L A R M -R )
In redundancy analysis, 12 features (30% of original ALARM’S features); ErrCauter, 
Intubation, VentLung, Stroke Volume, CO, ExpC02, BP, VentAIv, InsuffAnesth, Sa02, 
Anaphylaxis and PAP were added as redundant features to dataset with 10 dB white 
Gaussian noise.
L U C A S d a ta s e t  w ith  re d u n d a n t fea tu re s  (L U C A S-R )
In redundancy analysis, 4 features (30% of original LUCAS’s features); Allergy, Peer 
Pressure, Coughing and Car Accident were added as redundant features to dataset with 
10 dB white Gaussian noise.
L U C A P  d a ta se t
(LUng CAncer set with Probes) is LUCAS dataset with probes which are generated 
from some functions plus some noise of subsets of the real variables. LUCAP has 143 
features, 2000 samples and binary classes. Probes in LUCAP dataset as shown in
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Table 5.1: Datasets.
Dataset Sample Total features Redundant features Irrelevant features
ALARM 20000 37 - -
LUCAS 2000 11 - 1
ALARM-R 20000 49 12 -
LUCAS-R 2000 11 4 -
LUCAP 2000 143 - 131
[17) (31) (28
I
0 )— 4 ®
33 32 11
Figure 5.2: ALARM dataset
Figure 5.4, are irrelevant with respect to the set of LUCAS data. However, probes and 
original datasets in LUCAP dataset are unspecified.
5 .4 .2  E va lu ation
To evaluate the causal graphs, sensitivity, specificity, distance [108] and number of 
remain redundant connection are measured.
S e n s i t iv i ty  =
True edges returned 
True edges from ground tru th
(5.9)
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Figure 5.3: LUCAS dataset
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Figure 5.4: LUCAP dataset
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_ True missing edges returned /rSpecific ity  = ------—-----     (5.10)True edges missing
The sensitivity measures the ratio of true edges and directions of causal graph output 
over total number of edges in ground tru th  causal graph. The specificity measures the 
ratio of true missing edges returned (no connection) from causal graph output over true 
missing edges from ground tru th  causal graph. Nevertheless, the output causal graph 
could possibly mislead by including all true edges in the output (perfect sensitivity) 
or excluding all true missing edges output (perfect specificity) [108]. Therefore, the 
distance which is a combination of sensitivity and specificity is required and can be 
defined as
Distance = — sensitivity)^  — (1 — specificity)"^ (5.11)
A small value of distance indicates more similarity of the causal output graph with 
respect to the ground tru th  causal graph.
The number of causal graphs in bagging and RSM are varied from 1, 5, 10, 25 to 50 
graphs. Percentage of sample in Bootstrap is set to 80% and 100%, number of selected 
features in RSM is set at 50% and 80% of original features.
The main objective of this chapter is to determine if Bootstrap and RSM can be com­
bined with causal feature selection to remove redundant features using (5.6), (5.7) and
(5.8) evaluators.
5.5 Experim ental Result
Figure 5.5-5.8 show average sensitivity, specificity, distance and number of remaining 
redundant connections using Bagging of ALARM, ALARM-R, LUCAS and LUCAS- 
R datasets, respectively while result of using RSM is shown in figure 5.9-5.12. From 
figure 5.5-5.12, the single classifier performance with original features is shown as a 
single point on the vertical axis.
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According to figure 5.5-5.8, Bagging PC (B-PC) provides better average sensitivity 
(figure 5.5) and lower average distance (figure 5.7) than Bagging TPDA (B-TPDA). 
However, B-TPDA can eliminate more redundant connections than B-PC (figure 5.8). 
The average specificity of both B-PC and B-TPDA (figure 5.6) are similar (only minor 
differences). It can be seen from figures 5.5-5.8 that B-PC causal feature selection per­
forms better than using original features while B-TPDA does not improve performance 
compared with using original features. Furthermore, using 100% bootstrap replicate 
provides slightly better performance than using 80% B-PC, however, the performance 
of using B-TPDA is similar, especially when the number of base classifiers is more than 
25.
From RSM result for PC (R-PC) and TPDA (R-TPDA) algorithm in figure 5.9-5.12, 
ensemble causal feature selection using RSM has very low sensitivity and does not 
improve compared to single causal feature selection (figure 5.9). However, the value of 
specificity is increased to 1 when number of base classifiers is increased (figure 5.10) 
but perfect sensitivity is misleading as explained in section 5.4.2. In figure 5.12, the 
number of remaining redundant connections is decreased to zero as the number of base 
classifiers is increased.
Figure 5.13 and 5.14 present the examples of ensemble PC algorithm causal graph 
using Bagging with 10 classifiers (100% sample sizes) for LUCAS and ALARM dataset 
compared with their ground tru th  from figure 5.2 and 5.3, repectively.
The examples of using Bagging PC (B-PC) and TPDA (B-TPDA) as a feature se­
lection method to remove irrelevant features in LUCAP dataset are shown in Figure 
5.13-5.14. Total number and remaining features after eliminating irrelevant features 
for both ensemble PC and TPDA causal feature selection are the same, however, the 
causal directions and structures are different. Moreover, compared to ground tru th  in 
Figure 5.4, some directions and edges of causal graph of both algorithms are not correct.
Table 5.2 and 5.3 show the sensitivity, specificity and distance for ensemble causal 
graph using 10 classifiers for ALARM and ALARM-R dataset, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Average sensitivity of four datasets using Bagging
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Figure 5.6: Average specificity of four datasets using Bagging
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Figure 5.7: Average distance of four datasets using Bagging
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Figure 5.8: Average number of remaining redundant connections of ALARM-R and 
LUCAS-R datasets using Bagging
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Figure 5.13: Causal structure of using 10 Bagging PC causal feature selection with 
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PC algorithm (100% Bagging 10 classifiers)
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Figure 5.14: Causal structure of using 10 Bagging PC causal feature selection with 
100% samples of ALARM dataset
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Table 5.2: Sensitivity, Specificity and Distance for ALARM dataset with 10 classifiers.
Causal
Discovery
Ensemble % of RSM or 
Bootstrap
Sensitivity Specificity Distance
PC Bagging 100 0.82 0.98 0.18
80 0.77 0.98 0.23
RSM 80 0.00 1.00 1.00
50 0.00 0.93 1.00
TPDA Bagging 100 0.70 0.99 0.30
80 0.73 0.99 0.27
RSM 80 0.00 1.00 1.00
50 0.00 0.89 1.00
Table 5.3: Sensitivity, Specificity and Distance for ALARM-R dataset with 10 classi­
fiers.
Causal
Discovery
Ensemble % of RSM or 
Bootstrap
Sensitivity Specificity Distance
PC Bagging 100 0.86 0.94 0.15
80 0.89 0.97 0.12
RSM 80 0.00 1.00 1.00
50 0.02 0.94 0.98
TPDA Bagging 100 0.57 0.98 0.43
80 0.61 0.98 0.39
RSM 80 0.00 1.00 1.00
50 0.00 0.94 1.00
5.6 D iscussion
From figure 5.5-5.8, Ensemble using Bagging improves performance of causal feature 
selection. However, it can be seen that the performance reaches the optimal point when
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Figure 5.15: Example of using 50 Bagging PC causal feature selection with 100% 
samples of LUCAP dataset
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the number of base classifiers is increased beyond ten. Beyond this optimal point, the 
ensemble does not improve performance because of more complexity [27] and there is 
a trade-off between accuracy and diversity [115].
According to the results from figure 5.9-5.12, RSM is not a suitable method for ensemble 
causal graph as shown in the example in section 5.3.2 because RSM possibly removes 
optimal features that changes the causal structure in reconstruction phase. This re­
construction process causes ensemble causal feature selection using RSM to decrease 
sensitivity as shown in figure 5.9 and to give specificity of one (perfect specificity) as 
described in section 5.4.2.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, ensemble causal feature selection using PC and TPDA algorithm are 
analysed and sensitivity, specificity, distance and number of remaining redundant con­
nections are evaluated. According to the results. Bagging PC (B-PC) algorithm pro­
vides the best results in order to remove redundant features while using RSM is not a 
suitable method for reconstruction of causal graph.
In the next chapter, we compare performance between correlation and causal-based 
feature selection and present hybrid correlation-causal feature selection for ensemble 
classifiers to improve system accuracy while preserving causal structure.
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Chapter 6
H ybrid correlation-causal feature  
selection  for ensem ble  
classification
From the previous chapter, ensemble causal feature selection using Bagging and RSM 
is analysed and it was found that RSM algorithm is not a suitable method for ensemble 
causal feature selection. In this chapter, we focus on feature selection and ensemble 
classification using Bagging with causal discovery in order to reduce complexity for 
causal discovery, improve classifier accuracy and giving better understanding for the 
underlying data structure. This chapter starts with a comparison between correlation- 
based and causal-based feature selection for ensemble classifiers and then the proposed 
hybrid correlation-causal feature selection for multiple classifier system is presented.
6.1 Introduction
Feature selection does not usually take causal discovery into account. However, in some 
cases such as when training and testing dataset do not conform to i.i.d. assumption, 
testing distribution is shifted from manipulation by external agent, causal discovery can 
provide some benefits for feature selection under these uncertainty conditions. Causal
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relationships are usually uncovered by Bayesian Networks (BN) which consist of a 
direct acyclic graph (DAG) that represents dependencies and independencies between 
variable and joint probability distribution among a set of variables [3]. It also can 
learn underlying data structure, provide better understanding of the data generation 
process and better accuracy and robustness under uncertainty [48]. Moreover, feature 
selection also provides mutual benefits for causal discovery by reducing the complexity 
(decreasing number of irrelevant and redundant features).
The structure of this chapter is presented as following; literature review of causal feature 
selection is presented in section 6.2 . After that, structure of the chapter is divided into 
2 main sections; correlation-based feature selection is compared with causal feature 
selection for ensemble classifiers in section 6.3 and hybrid correlation-causal feature 
selection for ensemble classification is proposed in section 6.4. In the first main section, 
theoretical approach of causal feature selection algorithms is described in section 6.3.1. 
Section 6.3.2-6.3.3 present the experimental setup and results, respectively. Discussion 
between correlation-based and causal feature selection is presented in section 6.3.4 and 
conclusion of this section is summarised in section 6.3.5.
In the second main section (section 6.4), hybrid correlation-causal feature selection for 
ensemble classification is proposed. Theoretical approach of causal discovery algorithms 
and feature selection analysis are explained in section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, respectively. Sec­
tion 6.4.3 presents the experimental setup; the dataset and evaluation procedure. Ex­
perimental results of this section are presented in section 6.4.4. Discussion of proposed 
hybrid algorithm is presented in section 6.4.5 and finally, conclusion is summarised in 
section 6.4.6.
6.2 Literature review
Traditionally, irrelevant and redundant features are removed by feature selection us­
ing scoring function such as distance[60], information gain[92] and correlation[51], [121]. 
Recently, many Markov Blanket-based algorithms for causal discovery have been stud­
ied extensively and they have the ability to deal with high dimensional feature spaces 
such as MMMB, IAMB [108] and HITON [3] algorithms. HITON is a state-of-the-art
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algorithm that has the ability to deal with thousands of features and can be used as 
an effective method for feature selection in high dimensional spaces. However, HITON 
and all other MB-based algorithms may not specify features in Markov Blanket for 
desired classes or target (MB(T)) when the data is not faithful [14].
Guyon et al. presented causal feature selection [48] in 2007 to interpret Markov Blanket 
in terms of irrelevant, strongly relevant and weakly relevant features. Markov Blanket 
concept for feature selection is also used to define redundant features in online stream­
ing feature selection [118] which is able to select strongly relevant and non-redundant 
features, especially when the size of features is unknown or infinite. A feature selection 
using Bayesian semi-supervised method (BASSUM) [18] proposed by Cai et al. in 2011 
uses Markov Blanket to eliminate redundant features in case of unlabeled samples.
6.3 Correlation-Based and Causal Feature Selection A nal­
ysis for Ensemble Classifiers
Removing irrelevant and redundant features can be performed not only by correlation 
based feature selection and feature ranking but also by causal feature selection. In 
this section, we start with a comparison analysis between correlation-based and causal 
feature selection for ensemble classifiers. MLP and SVM are used as base classifiers 
and compared with Naive Bayes and Decision Tree and proposed hybrid correlation 
and causal feature selection for ensemble classifiers to deal with this problem. Redun­
dant features are removed by correlation-based feature selection and then irrelevant 
features are eliminated by causal feature selection. The number of eliminated features, 
accuracy, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUG) and false 
negative rate (FNR) of proposed algorithms are compared with correlation-based fea­
ture selection (FCBF and CFS) and causal based feature selection algorithms (PC, 
TPDA, GS, IAMB).
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6 .3 .1  T h eo retica l A p p roach
In our research, two correlation-based feature selection methods. Fast Correlation- 
Based Filter (FCBF) [121] and Correlation-based Feature Selection with Sequential 
Forward Floating Search (CFS4-SFFS) [51],[91] are compared with causal feature se­
lection algorithms (PC, TPDA, SC and HITON) for Bagging [10] ensemble classifiers 
and experimentally compared with different learning algorithms.
C ausa l D iscovery  A lgo rithm .
In this section, three standard (PC, TPDA, SC) and one state-of-the-art causal dis­
covery algorithms (HITON) are used as causal feature selection methods. In the final 
output of the causal graph from each algorithm, the unconnected features to classes 
will be considered as eliminated features. (The details of PC and TPDA algorithms 
are explained in section 5.3.1.)
S p arse  C a n d id a te  A lg o rith m  (SC ). SC algorithm has two phases: restrict and 
maximize steps [45]. In restrict step, candidate sets are chosen by heuristic estimates 
of size k (define by user) and then a hill climbing search is performed in maximize step. 
In this second step, a network is started with empty graph and one of the operators: 
add, delete or reverse that provides the highest score will be chosen and applied to the 
current network. Finally, the algorithm will be repeated until there is no change in the 
candidate set [45],[110],[13].
H IT O N  A lgo rithm . HITON [3] is one of state-of-the-art causal discovery algorithms 
that can be used as feature selection and can scale up to deal with thousands of fea­
tures. HITON identifies Markov Blanket of the classes (or target) and then removes 
by backward greedy wrapper search of the features from the Markov Blanket that do 
not affect the classifier performance [3],[14].
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6 .3 .2  E x p er im en ta l S e tu p  
D ataset
The medical datasets used in this experiment were taken from UCI machine learning 
repository [42]: heart disease, hepatitis, diabetes and Parkinson’s dataset and from 
Causality Challenge [47]: LUCAS and LUCAP datasets. The details of datasets are 
explained in section 3.4.1 and shown in Table 6.1. The missing data are replaced by 
mean and mode of that dataset.
Table 6.1: Datasets.
Dataset Sample Features Classes Missing
Values
Data type
HEART 303 13 5 Yes Numeric (cont. and dis­
crete)
DIABETES 768 8 2 No Numeric (continuous)
HEPATITS 155 19 2 Yes Numeric (cont. and dis­
crete)
PARKINSON 195 22 2 No Numeric (continuous)
LUCAS 2000 11 2 No Numeric (binary)
LUCAP 2000 143 2 No Numeric (binary)
Evaluation
The evaluation of this section uses the same classifier parameters and FCBF threshold 
as described in section 3.4.2. For causal feature selection, PC algorithm using mutual 
information as statistical test with threshold 0.01 and maximum cardinality equal to 2. 
In TPDA algorithm, mutual information is used as statistical test with threshold 0.01 
and it is assumed that the data is monotone faithful. SC algorithm uses BDeu score 
function, k =  5 and Bayesian scoring metric for statistical test. Finally, HITON uses 
statistic test with threshold 0.05, maximum size of the conditional set is set to 3 
and provides output as Markov Blanket of the classes.
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6 .3 .3  E x p er im en ta l R esu lt
Table 6.2 and table 6.3 show the number of selected features and the complexity of the 
algorithm, respectively.
Table 6.2; Number of selected features.
Dataset Original
Feature
Correlation-Based Causal
FCBF CFS+SFFS PC TPDA SC HITON
HEART 13 6 9 13 13 11 4
DIABETES 8 4 4 8 8 0 0
HEPATITIS 19 3 10 19 18 0 0
PARKINSON 22 5 10 22 2 0 0
LUCAS 11 3 3 9 10 11 0
LUCAP 143 7 36 121 121 123 0
Figure 6.1 and 6.2 present examples of the average accuracy of HEART and LUCAS 
dataset. Y-axis presents the average percent accuracy of the classifier and X-axis shows 
the number of classifiers from 1 to 50. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show the average accuracy of 
six datasets for each classifier and average of all classifiers for all six datasets, respec­
tively. The examples of average accuracy and standard deviation with 10 classifiers 
for each type of classifier for LUCAS and LUCAP datasets are also presented in table 
6.4 and 6.5, respectively. Finally, figure 6.5 presents the examples of causal graph of 
LUCAS data set from PC algorithm.
6 .3 .4  D iscu ssio n
According to table 6.2, it can be seen that HITON eliminates highest number of fea­
tures compared to other algorithms, however, it can define Markov Blanket for only
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Table 6.3: The complexity of each algorithm.
Algorithm Complexity Remark
FCBF 0{M N logN ) M=number of samples, N= number of 
features
C F S  +  
S F F S
< 0(M (N 2 -  Ar)/2) M=number of samples, N = number of 
features
PC N = number of features
TPDA N = number of features
SC 0 (2^ - ( c d - l ) ! - J ) k =  size of candidate set, c =  size of the 
largest separator in cluster tree, J  =  a 
family of cluster
HITON 0 { { M B f N ) MB =  Markov Blanket of the class, N 
=  number of features
heart disease dataset and does not find any Markov Blanket for the remaining datasets 
because the data distribution may not be faithful [14] . SC algorithm also eliminates all 
features in some datasets because it may not identify true set of parents when k param ­
eter is not appropriate [110]. FCBF algorithm removes more features than CFS-t-SFFS, 
TPDA and PC algorithms, respectively.
From Table 6.3, CFS-fSFFS has the least complexity among other algorithms. HITON 
does not have high complexity because it uses Markov Blanket discovery tha t select 
only parents, children and spouses of the classes. PC and TPDA have the highest 
complexity algorithm due to their exhaustive search.
W ith reference to figure 6.3, SVM provides less accuracy than MLP because MLP 
uses back propagation with sigmoid transfer function and has 16 hidden node which is 
non linear system while SVM uses linear kernel with regularization 0.7. In figure 6.4, 
CFSd-SFFS provides better average accuracy than PC, original, FCBF, TPDA and 
SCA, respectively. (HITON algorithm which can select optimal features only in heart 
disease dataset is not considered in the average graph in order not to bias result.) PC
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Figure 6.5: Causal structure of LUCAS dataset from PC algorithm
gives the best average accuracy among causal feature selection algorithms, however, 
it can deal only with few hundred features [108]. FCBF does not provide highest 
accuracy because its main objective is dealing with high dimensional feature while 
preserving high accuracy [121]. Although causal feature selection provides slightly less 
accuracy, more complexity and less number of eliminated features than correlation- 
based feature selection, it benefits from learning underlying causal structure of the 
classes and features, as shown in the example in figure 6.5.
6 .3 .5  C on clu sion
In this section, we presented a comparison analysis between correlation-based and ca­
sual feature selection for ensemble classifiers. In conclusion, correlation-based feature 
selection has slightly higher average accuracy, less complexity and can remove more 
irrelevant and redundant features than causal feature selection. Nevertheless, causal 
feature selection can reveal causes and consequence of the classes by defining causal 
relationship. Ensemble has ability to improve both correlation-based and causal fea­
ture selection. In the next section, we combined the benefit from both correlation-based 
and causal-based feature selection and proposed hybrid correlation-causal based feature
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Table 6.4; Average accuracy and standard deviation of LUCAS dataset with 10 classi­
fiers.
Method Classifier
NB MLP SVM DT
Original 83.22+2.39 84.51+2.42 85.90+2.12 85.50+2.15
CFS+SFFS 83.62+2.63 83.01+2.18 82.70+2.09 82.63+2.13
FCBF 81.14+2.10 82.39+2.14 82.76+2.10 82.18+2.15
PC 83.48+2.27 85.46+2.17 85.90+2.12 85.89+2.20
TPDA 83.20+2.38 85.16+2.15 85.90+2.12 85.49+2.29
SC 83.22+2.39 84.51+2.42 85.90+2.12 85.50+2.15
Table 6.5: Average accuracy and standard deviation of LUCAP dataset with 10 classi­
fiers.
Method Classifier
NB MLP SVM DT
Original 91.62+1.66 92.24+1.73 92.11+1.89 92.36+1.73
CFS+SFFS 91.13+1.63 92.40+1.67 92.77+1.73 92.39+1.78
FCBF 90.67+1.77 91.90+1.61 91.90+1.70 91.79+1.75
PC 91.59+1.63 92.37+1.79 91.97+1.92 92.16+1.94
TPDA 91.59+1.63 92.37+1.79 91.97+1.92 92.16+1.94
SC 91.61+1.60 92.29+1.84 92.56+1.76 92.29+1.67
selection for ensemble classifiers.
6.4 Hybrid correlation-causal feature selection for ensem ­
ble classification
From previous section, we found that PC and TPDA provide better performance than  
MB based. Both PC and TPDA algorithms are robust and well known prototype 
algorithms, incorporating constraint-based approaches for causal discovery. However, 
both algorithms cannot scale up to deal with high dimensional data, that is more than
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few hundred features.
The main objective of this section is to find approaches that enable PC and TPDA 
algorithms to deal with high dimensional data. This chapter presents hybrid corre­
lation and causal feature selection for ensemble classifiers to deal with this problem. 
Redundant features are removed by correlation-based feature selection and then irrel­
evant features are eliminated by causal feature selection. The number of eliminated 
features, accuracy, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) 
and false negative rate (FNR) of proposed algorithms are compared with correlation- 
based feature selection (FCBF and CFS) and causal based feature selection algorithms 
(PC, TPDA, GS, IAMB).
6.4.1 T heoretical Approach
In our research, hybrid algorithm of correlation and causal feature selection is compared 
with Fast Correlation-Based Filter (FCBF), Correlation-based Feature Selection with 
Sequential Forward Floating Search direction (CFS+SFFS), and with causal feature 
selection algorithms (PC, TPDA, GS and IAMB) using Bagging.
C ausa l D iscovery A lg o rith m
In this chapter, two standard constraint-based approaches (PC and TPDA) (The details 
of PC and TPDA algorithms are explained in section 5.3.1.) and two Markov Blanket 
based algorithms (GS, IAMB) are used as causal feature selection methods. In the final 
output of the causal graph from each algorithm, the unconnected features to classes 
will be considered as eliminated features.
G row -S hrink  a lg o rith m  (G S) GS [78] algorithm consists of two phases; forward and 
backward phases.
Forward phase: GS statistically ranks features by using the strength of association 
with target or class (T) given empty set. After that the next ordering feature which is 
not conditionally independent from class T  given current Markov Blanket (CMB) will 
added into CMB.
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OptmaJ Subset
Figure 6 .6; Optimal Subset
Backward phase: Identify false positive nodes and remove them from CMB. At this 
stage, C M B  — MB{T) .  Finally, a feature X will be removed from CMB one-by-one if 
that feature X is independent of class T given the remaining CMB.
In c re m e n ta l A ssocia tion  M arkov  B lanke t A lg o rith m  (IA M B ) IAMB [108] is 
one of Markov Blanket detection algorithms using forward selection followed by remov­
ing false positive node. IAMB has two phases, forward and backward.
Forward phase: In forward selection phase, the algorithm starts with empty set in 
CMB, then adding features which maximizes a heuristic function f {X- ,T \C M B) .  A 
feature member in MB(T) will not return zero value of this function.
Backward phase: False positive nodes will be removed from CMB by using condition 
independent testing of class T given the rest CMB.
6.4.2 Feature Selection  A nalysis
a) C o rre la tio n -b ased  R ed u n d an cy  an d  R elevance A nalysis
The concept of selecting optimal subset from whole features is presented in Figure 6.6 
[121] where I is irrelevant feature, II is weakly relevant and redundant feature. III is 
weakly relevant but non redundant feature. IV is strongly relevant feature and III+IV  
are optimal subset.
Optimal subset should include all strongly relevant features, subset of weakly relevant 
features that have no redundancy and none of the irrelevant features.
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In 2004, Yu and Liu [121] proposed FCBF algorithm to remove both redundant and 
irrelevant features. FCBF algorithm is explained in section 3.3.2, but the main points 
are repeated here.
1) R edundancy : A feature is redundant if it has approximate Markov Blanket 
{SUyc > SUi^ c and SUij > SUi^ c)-
2 ) Irre levance: A feature is irrelevant if SU between feature and class is zero.
3) R elevance: A feature is relevant if SU between feature and class is more than zero 
but less than one.
4) S tro n g  relevance: A feature is strongly relevant if SU between feature and class 
is equal to one.
b ) C ausa l-based  R elevance A nalysis
In Guyon [48], the notion of Markov Blanket is defined in term of Kohavi-John feature 
relevance:
1) Irre levance: A feature is irrelevant if it is disconnected from graph (conditional 
independence).
2) Relevance: A feature is relevant if it has connected path to class (target).
3) S tro n g  relevance: A feature is strongly relevant if it is Markov Blanket of class.
c) H y b rid  C o rre la tio n -B ased  R ed u n d an cy  C ausa l-B ased  R elevance A nalysis
According to figure 6.6 and the above analysis, optimal subset consists of strongly 
relevant features and weakly relevant features that do not contain redundant and ir­
relevant features. Moreover, it can be found that there is no redundancy analysis 
considered in causal-based relevance analysis, therefore, we propose a new method, 
hybrid correlation-based redundancy and causal-based relevance as follows:
1 ) R edundancy : A feature is redundant if it has approximate Markov Blanket.
2 ) Irre levance: A feature is irrelevant if it is disconnected from the graph (conditional 
independence).
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Table 6.6: Summary analysis of correlation, causal and proposed hybrid correlation 
and causal feature selection for redundancy and relevance analysis.
R e la tio n C o rre la tio n -
B ased
C ausal-B ased H y b rid  algo­
r i th m
Strongly relevant SUi^c = 1 Features in 
Markov Blanket
Features in 
Markov Blanket
Weakly relevant 
without redundant 
features
does not have 
approximate 
Markov Blanket
connected to 
classes
connected to 
classes
Weakly relevant 
with redundant 
features
has approximate 
Markov Blanket
connected to 
classes
has approximate 
Markov Blanket
Irrelevant SUi^c = 0 disconnected to 
classes
disconnected to 
classes
3) Relevance: A feature is relevant if it has connected path to the target (class).
4) S tro n g  relevance: A feature is strongly relevant if it is Markov Blanket of the 
target (class).
Table 6.6 shows the summary analysis of redundancy and relevance for correlation-based 
[121], causal-based [48] and proposed hybrid correlation and causal feature selection. 
Markov Blanket (MB(T)) of target or class (T) is the minimal set of conditional features 
that all other features are probabilistically independent of T. It consists of the set of 
parents, children and spouses of T.
Figure 6.7 presents the proposed system block diagram. Redundant features are re­
moved by correlation-based feature selection and irrelevant features are eliminated by 
causal-based feature selection. After that, selected features are passed through ensem­
ble classifier for training and predicting output.
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Figure 6.7: Block Diagram of proposed algorithm
6 .4 .3  E x p e r im e n ta l  S e tu p
D a ta se t
The datasets used in this experiment were taken from Causality Challenge [47]: LU­
CAS, LUCAP, REGED, CINA and SIDO dataset. (The details of LUCAS, LUCAF, 
REGED, CINA datasets are explained in section 3.4.1).
S ID O  (Simple Drug Operation mechanisms) SIDO has 4,932 features, 12678 samples 
and 2 classes. Sido dataset consists of molecules descriptors that have been tested 
against the AIDS HIV virus and probes which artificially generated features that are 
not causes of the target.
Due to large number of samples and limitation of computer memory during validation 
in CINA and SIDO datasets, the number of samples of both dataset are reduced to 10 
percent (1603 and 1264 samples, respectively) from the original dataset.
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Table 6.7: Four possible outcomes from two-classes prediction.
Actual Class Predicted Class
Positive Negative
Positive True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Negative False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
E v a lu a tio n
The evaluation in this section uses the same classifier parameters and FCBF threshold 
as described in section 3.4.2. In this section, the False Negative Rate (FNR) and 
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) are also used to evaluate 
classifier’s performance.
In two-class prediction, there are four possible results of classification as shown in table 
6.7.
A ccuracy  Accuracy of classification measurement can be calculated from the ratio 
between number of correct predictions (True Positive(TN) and True Negative (TN)) 
and total number of all possible outcomes (TP,TN,FP and FN).
Accuracy = T P - \ - T N (6.1)
-TP + F P 4 - F N  + T N i  
T h e  a re a  u n d e r th e  receiver o p e ra tin g  c h a ra c te r is tic  cu rve  (A U C ) AUC is
a graph of true positive against false positive. AUC has value between 0 and 1. The 
AUC value of 1 represents a perfect classifier performance while AUC lower than 0.5 
represents a prediction worse than random guessing.
False N egative  R a te  (F N R ) For medical dataset, FNR is the ratio of number of 
patients with negative prediction (False Negative (FN)) over number with disease con­
dition (FN and TP).
'-FN + T P i
For causal feature selection, PC algorithm uses mutual information (MI)  as statistical 
test with threshold 0.01 and maximum cardinality equal to 2. In TPDA algorithm.
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Table 6.8; Number of selected features from each algorithm.
Dataset Original
Feature
Correlation-
Based
Causal-Based Hybrid algorithm
FCBF CFS PC TPDV .GS lAME H-
PC
H-
TPD^
H-
.GS
H-
lAME
LUCAS 11 3 3 9 10 9 11 2 3 2 2
LUCAP 143 7 36 121 121 16 14 21 22 17 13
REGED 999 18 18 N/A N/A 2 2 18 N/A 2 2
CINA 132 10 15 132 N/A 4 4 5 7 10 9
SIDO 4932 23 25 N/A N/A 17 17 2 3 1 2
mutual information was used as statistic test with threshold 0.01 and data assumed to 
be monotone faithful. GS and IAMB algorithm use M I  statistic test with significance 
threshold 0.01 and provides output as Markov Blanket of the classes.
6 .4 .4  E x p er im en ta l R esu lt
Table 6.8 presents the number of selected features for correlation-based, causal based 
feature selection and proposed hybrid algorithm. It can be seen that PC and TPDA 
algorithms are impractical for high dimensional features due to their complexity. How­
ever, if redundant features are removed, the number of selected features will enable 
both algorithms to be practical as shown in proposed hybrid algorithm. Nevertheless, 
for some datasets such as REGED, TPDA algorithm might not be feasible because 
of many complex connections between nodes (features). Furthermore, the number of 
selected features from hybrid algorithm can possibly be very low number of features be­
cause causal discovery will remove irrelevant features only from selected features after 
eliminating redundant features by correlation-based filter.
Figure 6.8-6.10 show the average percent accuracy, AUC and FNR of five datasets 
from all four classifiers. From average accuracy in figure 6.8, correlation-based fea­
ture selection (FCBF, CFS) provides the best average accuracy. Hybrid correlation 
and causal feature selection has better accuracy than original causal feature selection. 
Hybrid method using PC algorithm (H-PC) has slightly lower average accuracy than
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Average Accuracy for five datasets and four classifiers
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Figure 6.8 ; Average Percent Accuracy of five datasets and four classifiers
correlation-based feature selection but has the ability to deal with high dimensional 
features. From figure 6.9, PC, CFS, TPDA and FCBF algorithm provide the best and 
comparable AUC. Proposed hybrid algorithm has lower AUC than both correlation 
and original causal-based algorithms. In figure 6.10, H-PC has the lowest FNR. In all 
experiments, hybrid algorithm provides lower FNR than original causal algorithm but 
still higher than correlation-based algorithm.
Figure 6.11 and 6.12 present examples of the causal structure for CINA dataset using 
PC and H-PC algorithm, respectively. The high complexity of original CINA dataset 
using PC algorithm can be seen in figure 6.11 while after remove redundant and ir­
relevant features of CINA dataset using H-PC algorithm as shown in figure 6.12, the 
complexity of system is decreased, easier to understand and higher accuracy (figure 
6.9) compare to using original PC algorithm.
Ensemble classifiers using Bagging slightly improves accuracy and AUC for most al­
gorithms. Bagging also reduces FNR for CFS, PC and TPDA algorithm but provides 
stable FNR for the rest. After increasing number of classifiers to 5-10, the graphs of 
average accuracy, AUC and FNR all reach saturation point.
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Average AUC for five datasets and four classifiers
Number of Classifiers
Figure 6.9: Average AUC of five datasets and four classifiers
Average False Negative Rate for five datasets and four classifiers 
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Figure 6.10: Average FNR of five datasets and four classifiers
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Figure 6.11: Causal structure of CINA dataset from PC algorithm
label
label
lab elsP II
Figure 6.12: Causal structure of CINA dataset from Hybrid-PC algorithm
(class=labels[ll])
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Table 6.9 and 6.10 present examples of the average accuracy and standard deviation 
with 10 classifiers for each type of classifier of LUCAS and LUCAP datasets, respec­
tively.
Table 6.9: Average accuracy and standard deviation of LUCAS dataset with 10 classi­
fiers.
Method Classifier
NB MLP SVM DT
Original 83.22±2.39 84.514:2.42 85.904:2.12 85.504:2.15
CFS+SFFS 81.34±2.09 82.214:2.04 82.064:1.96 82.444:2.21
FCBF 81.344:2.09 82.214:2.04 82.064:1.96 82.444:2.21
PC 83.434:2.27 85.454:2.26 85.904:2.11 85.824:2.21
TPDA 83.214:2.44 85.014:2.24 85.854:2.08 85.41i2.20
GS 82.05^2.34 81.404:2.31 82.454:2.16 82.31i2.18
IAMB 83.094:2.33 84.314:2.34 85.704:2.10 85.36i2.23
H-PC 82.804:2.14 82.804:2.14 82.804:2.14 82.80i2.14
H-TPDA 81.344:2.09 82.214:2.04 82.064:1.96 82.44i2.21
H-GS 82.804:2.14 82.804:2.14 82.804:2.14 82.80i2.14
H-IAMB 82.804:2.14 82.804:2.14 82.804:2.14 82.80i2.14
6 .4 .5  D iscu ssio n
In high dimensional features spaces, Bagging algorithm is not appropriate and imprac­
tical for Bayesian Networks and its complexity may overestimate extra edges and their 
distribution might not satisfy Markov Blanket condition and faithfulness condition [76], 
[77]. Therefore, this chapter proposed to solve this problem by reducing dimensionality 
before bagging while preserving efficiency and accuracy.
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Table 6.10: Average accuracy and standard deviation of LUCAP dataset with 10 clas­
sifiers.
Method Classifier
NB MLP SVM DT
Original 9 1 .6 2 i l .6 6 9 2 .2 4 i l .7 3 9 2 . l l i l . 8 9 9 2 .3 6 i l .7 3
CFS-FSFFS 91.16±1.61 92.14il.71 90.83il.87 92.17il.59
FCBF 90.80il.77 91.14il.71 91.76il.79 91.72il.76
PC 91.53il.63 92.02il.83 91.45il.95 91.86il.87
TPDA 91.53il.63 92.02il.83 91.45il.95 91.86il.87
GS 86.31i2.04 85.67i2.33 87.16il.92 86.95i2.04
IAMB 86.18i2.22 85.37i2.37 86.54i2.26 97.01i2.15
H-PC 90.96il.66 90.75il.83 89.70il.87 90.99i2.00
H-TPDA 91.03il.68 90.64il.89 89.17il.92 91.00il.96
H-GS 90.61il.64 90.85il.73 90.63il.76 91.07il.90
H-IAMB 90.70il.67 90.59il.84 90.06il.87 9 0 .l l i l .8 8
For small and medium number of features, the selected features after removing redun­
dancy might be very small (may be only 2-3 features in some datasets and algorithms), 
however, the result is still comparable to the result before removing redundant features.
PC algorithm has tendency to select all features (all connected such as in CINA dataset) 
that may be impractical due to computational expense. Therefore, removing redundant 
features prior to causal discovery would benefit PC algorithm.
In some cases such as REGED dataset as shown in table 6.8 , TPDA algorithm can have 
very complex causal relations between features that might be impractical to calculate 
even for medium number of features.
6 .4 .6  C on clu sion
In this chapter, hybrid correlation and causal feature selection for ensemble classi­
fiers is presented to deal with high dimensional features. According to the results, 
the proposed hybrid algorithm provides slightly lower accuracy, AUC and higher FNR
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than correlation-based. However, compared to causal-based feature selection, the pro­
posed hybrid algorithm has lower FNR, higher average accuracy and AUC than original 
causal-based feature selection. Moreover, the proposed hybrid algorithm can enable PC 
and TPDA algorithms to deal with high dimensional features while maintaining high 
accuracy, AUC and low FNR. Also the underlying causal structure is more understand­
able and has less complexity.
Chapter 7
C onclusion and future works
7.1 Conclusion
Development of computer and information technology in many real-world machine 
learning applications such as text mining, intrusion detection, biomedical informat­
ics and gene selection in micro array data creates many information databases. In 
some applications, original data may contain hundreds to thousands of features and 
leads to degradation in classifier performance. Many features are possibly irrelevant or 
redundant in this high dimensional data and should be removed to reduce complexity 
and ensure good generalisation performance.
In this thesis, feature selection and ensemble classification are combined and applied 
in order to deal with this problem, along with causal feature selection to discover 
the underlying relationship between features. We start with an empirical analysis us­
ing combination of bootstrap sample and random subspace with ensemble classifiers in 
high dimension datasets. Feature selection before ensemble classifiers (conventional fea­
ture selection for ensembles) is investigated and compared with using original features. 
Random Subspace Method (RSM), Attribute Bagging and our proposed algorithm, 
bootstrap feature selection(BT4-FS). Combination of feature selection and ensemble 
classification mutually improves system performance by providing better average accu­
racy. When using Bagging without feature selection, irrelevant and redundant features 
are possibly selected, causing over-fitting and computer memory problems. RSM is
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not the best technique in high dimensional spaces because optimal features may not 
be selected, while irrelevant and redundant features may be selected during random 
subspace process.
Bootstrap feature selection (BT+FS) from section 3.3.1 provides better accuracy than 
Bagging and RSM. It reduces the possibility of keeping redundant features that may 
not be already eliminated in feature selection. BT+FS performs very well with small 
and medium number of features[37],[36]. However, it has drawbacks in its complexity 
and diversity in high dimensional data. In each bootstrap replicate, it has to perform 
feature selection and consequently increases complexity. Its performance also degrades 
when diversity is increased due to a trade-off between accuracy and diversity in the 
ensemble[114]. Conventional feature selection for ensemble classifiers and Attribute 
Bagging provide good accuracy for small sample size problems. Both algorithms use 
feature selection before randomly selecting samples or features, therefore, only optimal 
features will be selected. However, too few optimal features are possibly randomly se­
lected compared with using conventional feature selection because of double elimination 
from both feature selection and RSM.
An embedded feature ranking strategy based on MLP weights combined with Recursive 
Feature Elimination (RFE) is proposed to deal with small sample size problems and 
found that it works well for two-class problems. Moreover, it is very difficult to specify 
when to stop RFE. Normally, the algorithm stops when the specific number of features 
is reached. Therefore, in this thesis we propose stopping criteria based on out-of­
bootstrap (OOB) estimation.
We extend our research of combining feature selection and ensemble techniques into 
causal discovery. In chapter 5, redundancy analysis for ensemble causal feature selec­
tion has been analysed and evaluated by sensitivity, specificity, distance and number 
of remaining redundant connections. The main objective of chapter 5 is to determine 
if Bootstrap and RSM can be combined with causal feature selection to remove redun­
dant features. According to the experiments, ensemble using Bagging improves causal 
reconstruction accuracy, on the other hand, RSM is not a suitable method for ensem­
ble causal discovery because RSM possibly removes optimal features that changes the
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causal structure in the reconstruction phase.
A comparison analysis between correlation and causal feature selection and the pro­
posed hybrid method of correlation and causal feature selection is presented in chapter 
6. Correlation-based feature selection has slightly higher average accuracy, less com­
plexity and can remove more irrelevant and redundant features than causal feature 
selection. Nevertheless, causal feature selection can reveal the relationship between 
features by defining the causal relationship. Ensembles have the ability to improve 
both correlation-based and causal feature selection. Hybrid correlation-causal based 
feature selection for ensemble classifiers is presented to deal with high dimensional fea­
tures and provides slightly lower performance than correlation-based but better than 
causal-based feature selection. Moreover, it reduces irrelevant and redundant features 
before exploring the causal discovery in order to enable PC and TPDA algorithms to 
deal with high dimensional features while maintaining high accuracy, AUC and low 
FNR. Also the underlying causal structure is more understandable and has less com­
plexity.
In conclusion, although feature selection and ensemble classifiers are widely used, there 
has been little research focused on feature selection in the multiple classifier context par­
ticularly on the comparison with different ensemble architectures incorporating causal 
discovery. In this thesis, combination of feature selection, ensemble classification and 
causal discovery is discussed, analysed and new algorithms are proposed. Feature se­
lection, ensemble classifiers and causal discovery mutually improve both performance 
and comprehensibility of machine learning. The proposed bootstrap feature selection 
algorithm works very well with small and medium number of features but has disadvan­
tage in its complexity for high dimensional features. Ensemble rfe-nn is able to rank 
and eliminate irrelevant features and works very well with two-class datasets. Out- 
of-Bootstrap estimation can be used as a stopping criterion for RFE. In the context 
of ensemble causal feature selection. Bagging provides better performance than RSM. 
Finally, hybrid correlation-causal based feature selection is proposed to enable well- 
known causal discovery algorithms (PC and TPDA), to deal with higher dimensional 
features.
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7.2 Future works
In this thesis, we focus on two class problems, however, in many real world applications, 
problems are multi-class. Ensemble strategies such as error-correcting output coding 
(ECOC) combined with feature selection could be investigated to provide benefits in 
high dimensional feature spaces for multi-class problems.
In chapter 4 we proposed embedded feature ranking strategy based on MLP weights 
combined with Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) with stopping criteria from out of 
bootstrap (OOB) estimation. In future works, the optimal features subset concept[121] 
which contains strongly relevant and weakly relevant without redundant features might 
be used as a stopping criterion. At each RFE iteration, remaining features could be 
ranked using Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) and approximate Markov Blanket (ex­
plained in section 3.2.2). Iterations would continue until there is no redundant and 
irrelevant features in the remaining subset; the remaining features in the final iteration 
could be considered as optimal features.
In chapter 5, it is shown that ensemble causal discovery using Bagging performs better 
than RSM. However, other ensemble combination rules such as weighted majority vote 
or summation-rule could possibly improve performance of causal discovery learning.
Analysis comparing correlation and causal feature selection and proposed hybrid corre­
lation and causal feature selection is presented in chapter 6. Causal discovery benefits 
feature selection by providing the underlying causal structures between features. Re­
cently, another graphical theory for pattern recognition has been presented. Graph 
classification based on dissimilarity space embedding[16] was proposed by Bunke and 
Riesen in 2008, and combines benefits of both graph and vector classification. Basically, 
feature vector or statistical pattern recognition has been used for many machine learning 
problems. There are many powerful mathematic algorithms available to use with fea­
ture vectors. However, no structural relationship between features is incorporated and 
the number of features has to be fixed before calculation[16], [96]. On the other hand, 
graphs or structural pattern recognition has a more powerful and fiexible representation 
than a feature vector. It is able to present relations between features and properties of 
objects at the same time. Nevertheless, the major drawback of a graph representation
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is lack of methods available, and the basic mathematical operations are not available for 
graphs as they are for feature vectors. To deal with these drawbacks, graph embedding 
based on dissimilarity and graph edit distance were proposed. In this approach, graphs 
are mapped into feature spaces by measuring dissimilarity between input graphs and 
prototype graphs and this distance vector is used with statistical pattern recognition 
methods. Moreover, graphical approach is able to use feature selection[94],[95],[93],[17] 
and ensemble classifiers[70]. As both causal feature selection and graph pattern recog­
nition use graphical structures, graph embedding based on dissimilarity representation 
and graph edit distance could possibly benefit causal feature selection and ensemble 
classifiers.
Furthermore, considering the direction of search in feature selection and causal discov­
ery, both approaches are similar with respect to scoring and search direction (forward, 
backward and bi-direction), except that causal discovery using BN has causal direc­
tion between features. Therefore, search algorithms such as sequential forward fioating 
search or plus — I— take away r  might be useful for causal discovery.
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Appendix A
Pseudo-code: B ootstrap  Feature  
Selection for ensem ble classifiers
1) Bootstrap original dataset.
- Input:
o Training set of original dataset {S'}
o Number of bootstrap replicates (m) with 100 percentage setting from original data
- Output: Bootstrap replicates {S'J^i,^} =  {S'},52,...,S ^ }  e  {S'}
2) Feature selection.
- Input: Bootstrap replicates {S'^Uj.^}, feature selection function {F}
- Output: Selected features for each bootstrap replicate = {S'",S'2 , S'^}
- Remove irrelevant and redundant features from each bootstrap replicate using feature 
selection (CFS, FCBF)
=  n S U m )
3) Ensemble classifiers using Bagging algorithm.
- Input:
o Optimal features without redundant and irrelevant features from each bootstrap repli-
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128 Appendix A. Pseudo-code: Bootstrap Feature Selection for ensemble classiGers 
cate {S^Li-.m}
o Classifier or Inducer function (/)
- Output: Ensemble classifiers prediction based on majority vote (C*{x))
f o r  each bootstrap replicate from feature selection
Ci =  //(class output of each bootstrap replicate)
end f o r
C*{x) = argmaxyçy Yli:Ci{x)^y 1 / / (where y is one of the class of total Y classes 
, count majority vote class from all output of bootstrap replicates)
Appendix B
Pseudo-code: Em bedded Feature  
Ranking for ensem ble (rfe-nn)
1) B ootstrap  original dataset.
- Input:
o Training set of original dataset {S'}
o Number of bootstrap replicates (m) with 100 percentage setting from original data
- Output: Bootstrap replicates {S'^=i;^} =  {S'i,S'2, ..., S'^} G {S'}
2) Ensem ble rfe-nn.
- Input:
o Bootstrap replicates {S'^_i.^} 
o Original features {fi=i:p} = { / i , / 2, - - J p }
o Adding noisy features into original features {//=i:ioo} =  { / i»/ 2? • • • 5 / 1 0 0 }  
o Number of selected features N  = {100,65,42,27,18,11, 7,5,3,2}
- Output:
o A single output of single hidden layer MLP (O) 
o Local feature selection gain (Wp) 
o Selected features after removing least ranking weight
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130 Appendix B. Pseudo-code: Embedded Feature Ranking for ensemble (rfe-nn)
for N  = 100 to 2 / /  for each number of remaining features 
for  i =  1 to m / /  for each classifiers 
o  =  E ,s '( E p /p W ^ ) * w 2
»P =  E , |W 4 , * < I
rank Wp 
end for
• w'p = Yhp=v.m{'^p) / /sum  Wp from each classifiers
• rank w'p from ensemble classifiers
• remove least ranking features to get selected features f'ff
end for
where:
• S  = Sigmoid transfer function
• q — hidden nodes indices
Appendix C
Pseudo-code: B agging and R SM  
causal feature selection
C .l Bagging causal feature selection
1) Bootstrap original dataset, 
o In p u t
— training set of original dataset {A}
— Number of bootstrap replicates (m) and percentage setting of each bootstrap 
from original data
o O u tp u t
-  Bootstrap replicates =  {oi, «2, •••, «m} E {A}
2) Ensemble Causal Discovery.
Find causal graph from each bootstrap and ensemble output using majority vote, 
o In p u t
-  Bootstrap replicates {A*=i:m} =  {ai,U2, •••, Um} E {A}
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132 Appendix C. Pseudo-code: Bagging and R SM  causal feature selection
o  O utput
— Causal output matrix from each bootstrap replicates {Fi=i;m} =  {61, 62, •••, 6m}-
— Final Bagging causal graph {C}.
C.2 RSM  causal feature selection
1  ) Random Subspace dataset 
o  Input
— training set of original dataset {A}.
— Number of random subspace matrix (n) and percentage setting of each boot­
strap from original data.
o O utput
— Random Subspace Matrix {Ri=i:m} =  {^ i,’"2,--,rn }  € {A}.
2) Ensemble Causal Discovery
Find final causal graph from each RSM causal output matrix and ensemble output 
using majority vote.
o Input
— Random Subspace Matrix {Ri=i:m} =  { r i ,r 2, •••,rn} E {A} 
o O utput
— Causal output matrix from each Random Subspace Matrix {Wi=\.,n} =  
{wi,W 2 ,...,Wn}.
— Reconstruction output matrix {F^=im} =  {1/1,^2, •••,?/n} between initial ma­
trix and each of RSM causal output matrix {lFi=im}.
— Final RSM causal graph {Z}.
Appendix D
Pseudo-code: H ybrid C orrelation  
and Causal Feature Selection for 
Ensem ble Classifiers algorithm
Goal : To find optimal subset features for ensemble classifiers by using correlation and 
causal discovery.
D .l  Elim inate redundant features by using correlation
o Input: Training set (each pattern having features { / i , / 2, •••,/n} and class {C}) 
o Output: Selected features without redundant features {5i}
• Calculate SU between features and between feature and classes, find and remove re­
dundant features using approximate Markov Blanket.
for i = l t o n  — 1, j  = i + l
fi  = first feature, f j  =  next feature 
calculate SU ij, SUi^c and SUj^c
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134 Appendix D. Pseudo-code: Hybrid Correlation and Causal Feature Selection for
Ensemble Classifiers algorithm
if SUi^c >  SUj^c and SUi^ > SUj^c 
then remove f j  
else Append f j  to output selected features list {S i}
end for
D .2 Rem ove irrelevant features by using causal discovery
o Input: Selected features without redundant features, {^i} 
o Output: Optimal features without redundant and irrelevant features.
• Find constructor and direction of graph by using causal discovery algorithm. (PC, 
TPDA, GS, IAMB or other causal discovery algorithm)
• Remove irrelevant features which are disconnected from class.
- P C  Algorithm
Edge Detection: using conditionally independent condition.
Starts with completely connected graph G. 
i = - l  
repeat
i = i - f l  
repeat
- Select and order pair of features (nodes) A, B  in graph G.
- Select adjacent (neighborhood) feature F  of A with size i
- if there exists a feature F  that presents conditional independence 
(A, JB|F), delete direct edge between A and B.
until all ordered pairs of feature F  have been tested. 
until all adjacent features have size smaller than i.
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Edge Orientation: directed edges using following rules;
• If there are direct edges between A  — B  and B  — C  but not A — C, then orient edge 
A  B  <— C  until no more possible orientation.
• If there is a path A  B  — C  and A — C is missing, then A  B  ^  C.
•  If there is orientation A  B  C  and A  — C  then orient A  ^  C.
- Three Phase D ependency A nalysis A lgorithm  (TPDA).
Drafting phase
• calculated mutual information (MI) of each pair of features.
• create a graph without loop using MI.
Thickening phase
• add edge when that pair of nodes can not be d-separated.
•  the output of this phase is called an independence map {I-map).
Thinning phase
• remove the edge of I-map, if two nodes of the edge can be d-separated.
•  the final output is defined as a perfect map.
D .3 Ensemble classifiers using Bagging algorithm
. o Input:
•  Optimal features without redundant and irrelevant features {/S'2}
• Number of bootstrap sample (m) (number of iterations) with 100 percentage setting 
from original data
• Classifier or Inducer function (/)
for  z =  1 to m
{52} =  bootstrap sample from {%}
Ci = I  {S'2 } //(class output of each bootstrap replicate) 
end for
136 Appendix D. Pseudo-code: Hybrid Correlation and Causal Feature Selection for
Ensemble Classifiers algorithm
o Output:
•  ensemble classifiers prediction based on majority vote {C*{x))
• y is one of the class of total Y  classes
• count majority vote class from all output of bootstrap replicates
Ei:Q(z)=i/ ^
Appendix E
Em pirical A nalysis on using  
B ootstrap  and R andom  Subspace  
Feature Selection for M ultip le  
Classifier System  R esults
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Feature Selection for Multiple Classifier System Results
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Figure F .6: Average error (PARKINSON) from varying nodes and epochs (ensemble 
MLP)
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Figure F.17: Mean test error rates, BCOOB, ECOOB, class separability(cr'), and pair­
wise diversity((5) for rfe-nn over DIABETES (20/80 train /test split) with [1,2,4,8] 
nodes [116]
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Figure F.18: Mean test error rates, OOB estimates. Bias and Variance for rfe-nn over 
2-class dataset for 8 hidden nodes with 20/80, 10/90 and 5/95 train /test split[116]
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Figure G.l: Connection ALARM Bagging
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Figure G.2: Connection ALARM RSM
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Figure G.3: Connection LUCAS Bagging
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Figure C.4: Connection LUCAS RSM
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Figure G.5: Distance ALARM Bagging
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Figure G.7: Distance LUCAS Bagging
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Figure G.8: Distance LUCAS RSM
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Figure G.9; Sensitivity ALARM Bagging
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Figure G .ll; Sensitivity LUCAS Bagging
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Figure G.12: Sensitivity LUCAS RSM
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Figure G.13: Specificity ALARM Bagging
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Figure G.14: Specificity ALARM RSM
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Figure G.15: Specificity LUCAS Bagging
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Figure G.16: Specificity LUCAS RSM
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Figure H.2; Average Accuracy HEPATITIS dataset
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Figure H.3; Average Accuracy HEART dataset
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Figure H.4: Average Accuracy LUCAP dataset
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Figure H.5: Average Accuracy LUCAS dataset
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Figure H.7; Average Accuracy CINA dataset
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Figure H.13: Average AUC LUCAP dataset
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